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ABSTRACT

There have been a number of studies of the application of computational algebraic approaches

to solve integer programming problems, using Gr¨obner bases or standard pairs. By connecting

these methods with existing combinatorial methods for integer programming problems, we can

understand both methods deeply, and they have allowed new analysis of their structures and

construction of algorithms.

For an ideal over a polynomial ring, Gr¨obner bases and the set of standard pairs have duality

as a Gr¨obner basis is a generator of the initial ideal, while the standard pair decomposition is a

nice decomposition of the set of monomials which does not contained in the initial ideal. Such

duality and consideration of a subclass of integer programming problems where the duality the-

orem holds might give deeper relation of two methods, and yield complexity bounds by making

use of the characteristics of the subclass, which could not be derived for general integer program-

ming problems. This thesis focuses on subclasses where the coefficient matrix is unimodular or

of the Lawrence type.

Problems in which the coefficient matrixA is unimodular are a mathematically nice subclass

in the sense that the systemyA ≤ c becomes totally dual integral (TDI) and each standard

pair corresponds to a dual feasible basis. In this dissertation, the method using standard pairs is

shown to be equivalent to calculation of the reduced cost for each basis. Therefore, the number of

standard pairs, which is equal to that of dual feasible bases, gives the complexity of this approach.

The maximum number of dual feasible bases can be described by the normalized volume of the

polytope, defined by homogenizingA. These results give a unified approach to analyze the

number of vertices of dual polyhedron via Gr¨obner bases and volume computations.

We also focused on transportation problems and minimum cost flow problems. The Gr¨obner

basis approach for minimum cost flow problems is a variant of the classical cycle-canceling

algorithm: i.e., for any feasible flow the polynomial size of negative-cost cycles in the residual

network is chosen based on various rules and the flow is augmented along these cycles as great

a degree as possible. On the other hand, the standard pair approach first finds the set of standard

pairs, and solves linear systems of equations for each standard pair until a non-negative integer

solution is obtained.

For transportation problems, several results about the number of primal and dual feasible

polyhedra have been reported. We give computational algebraic proof for these results using



above approach. Furthermore, we study minimum cost flow problems on acyclic tournament

graphs, which are the most fundamental type of directed graphs. The size of dual feasible bases

for minimum cost flow problems is shown to be less than the Catalan number, and the lower

bound for the size of primal feasible bases is shown to be of exponential order. For a network

optimization problem, the duality between the Gr¨obner basis and the set of standard pairs cor-

responds to the relation between circuits and dual feasible co-trees, dually, cutsets and primal

feasible trees. As this relation has not been clarified previously, our results using the computa-

tional algebraic duality are of interest.

On the other hand, in combinatorial optimization, Lawrence-type matrices arise in many

situations, e.g., in capacitated integer programming problems and some multidimensional trans-

portation problems. Furthermore, Lawrence-type matrices are used in mathematical statistics

in sampling or enumeration of multi-way contingency tables of type2 × M × · · · × N with

fixed marginal sums. The problem that counts the number of 2-dimensional contingency tables

with fixed marginal sums has been shown to be #P-complete. On the other hand, Markov Chain

Monte Carlo methods that have polynomial-time mixing times have been studied for tables of

type2× · · · × 2×N .

While the relationship between vector matroids defined by matrices of Lawrence type and

Gröbner bases has been studied in detail, there have been few investigations of standard pairs

for matrices of Lawrence type. This dissertation focuses on standard pairs that correspond to

dual feasible bases. We present here a bijection between the set of such standard pairs and the

set of bases of the vector matroid, and describe the matroidal structure of these standard pairs.

In particular, in cases in which the matrix is unimodular, this relation indicates that the number

of dual feasible bases is equal to the number of bases of the vector matroid. As a corollary, we

analyze (i) the number of dual feasible bases for the capacitated minimum cost flow problem

on an acyclic tournament graph, (ii) the number of dual feasible bases for multidimensional

transportation problems of type2× 2× · · ·× 2×M ×N , and (iii) the number of primal feasible

bases for multidimensional transportation problems of type2× · · · × 2× 2×N .



論文要旨

整数計画問題に対して，近年 Gröbner基底や standard pairを用いた計算代数的手法が研

究されている．これらの手法と既存の組合せ的手法の橋渡しを行うことにより，双方の手

法の理解が高まり，新たな構造解析手法やアルゴリズムの構築が期待される．

多項式環上のイデアルにおいて，Gröbner基底は初項イデアルの生成系であり，standard

pairの集合は初項イデアルに含まれない単項式の集合の分解であるため，双対の関係にあ

ると言える．このような双対性に着目し，さらに双対定理の成り立つ整数計画問題のクラ

スを考えることにより，より豊かな橋渡しができ，一般的な整数計画問題からは得られな

いような計算量の上下限を得ることができると期待される．本論文では，そのような整数

計画問題のクラスとして，係数行列が単模のとき，および Lawrence型であるときに着目

する．

係数行列 Aが単模であるような問題は，不等式系 yA ≤ cが完全双対整数性 (TDI) を満

たし，さらに各 standard pairが双対実行可能基底に対応する，という点で性質の良い問題

のクラスである．本論文では，係数行列が単模であるような整数計画問題に対して standard

pairを用いた方法が，その standard pairに対応する基底での被約コストを計算することと

等価であることを示す．よって，standard pairの数 (つまり，双対実行可能基底の数)がこ

の方法の計算量を与える．さらに，双対実行可能基底の数の最大値が，行列 Aを斉次化し

て定義される多面体の正規化体積で表せることを示す．これにより，Gröbner基底から体

積計算を通じて双対多面体の頂点数を解析するという統一的なアプローチを与えることが

できる．

さらに，本論文では特に輸送問題，および最小費用流問題に着目する．これらの問題に

対する Gröbner基底を用いたアプローチは，既存の負閉路消去アルゴリズム，つまり実行

可能流に対して残余ネットワーク内の負閉路を見つけて流し変えていく方法の変形である．

一方，standard pairを用いたアプローチでは，まず standard pairの集合を求め，非負整数

解が得られるまで，各 pairに対応する線型連立方程式を解く方法である．

輸送問題の主問題および双対問題の実行可能領域の頂点数に関しては，これまでに既存

の結果が知られているが，ここでは上のアプローチによる計算代数的な証明を与える．さ

らに，無閉路トーナメントグラフ上の最小費用流問題に着目し，最小費用流問題に対する

双対実行可能基底の数が高々 Catalan数となること，および主実行可能基底の数が少なく

とも指数オーダになることを示す．ネットワーク最適化問題において，Gröbner基底と双

対実行可能基底の関係はサーキットと双対実行可能補木 (双対的には，カットセットと主実



行可能木)の関係に対応する．これらの関係はほとんど明らかにされていないので，この結

果は計算代数的双対性を用いた解析の面白い結果である．

一方，組合せ最適化において，Lawrence型の行列は容量付き整数計画問題やある多次

元輸送問題など，多くの問題に現れる．また，数理統計学において，各行和を固定した

2×M × · · · ×N 型の多次元分割表のサンプリングや数え上げに Lawrence型の行列が用い

られることが知られている．行和の固定された 2元分割表を数え上げる問題が #P-complete

であることが知られている一方で， 2× 2× · · · × 2×N 型の分割表に対して，mixing time

が多項式時間となるマルコフ連鎖モンテカルロ法が提案されている．

Lawrence型の行列に対して，行列の定めるベクトルマトロイドと Gröbner基底との関

係は良く研究されているが，standard pairについては良く分かっていない．そこで本論文

では，特に双対実行可能基底に対応する standard pairに着目する．まず，双対実行可能基

底に対応する standard pairの集合とベクトルマトロイドの基集合の間の全単射を与え，さ

らにそのような standard pairたちのマトロイド的な構造を示す．特に，この関係は双対実

行可能基底の数とベクトルマトロイドの基の数が等しいことを表している．さらにその系

として，無閉路トーナメントグラフ上での容量付き最小費用流問題に対する双対実行可能

基底の数，2× 2 × · · · × 2×M ×N 型の多次元輸送問題に対する双対実行可能基底の数，

2× 2× · · · × 2× 2×N 型の多次元輸送問題の主実行可能基底の数を解析する．
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

Integer programs form one of the most important classes in combinatorial optimiza-

tion, and many researches on both theoretical and algorithmic aspects have been done.

On algorithms side, useful algorithms such as the branch-and-bound method, the cutting-

plane method or relaxation methods have been developed and implemented in the last

fifty years (e.g., see [63]). On the other hand, theoretical studies seem to be less than

algorithmic ones.

Network optimization problems form a nice subclass of integer programs in the sense

that both theoretical structure and algorithms have been studied in detail. While gen-

eral integer programs have been shown to be NP-complete, many network optimization

problems have shown to be solved in polynomial time. One of the most important causes

of the polynomial-time solvability isunimodularityof coefficient matrices.

In recent years, different theoretical approaches via computational algebra theory have

been studied. Main methods used areGröbner basesandstandard pair decompositions

of toric ideals. These methods connect integer programs with combinatorial or algebraic

results about toric ideals such as triangulations, normalized volumes or hypergeometric

systems.

Gröbner bases for polynomial ideals was introduced by Buchberger in 1965 [12].

Many algorithms and applications using Gr¨obner bases have been reported: algebraic

1



algorithms in mathematical software systems [16, 17, 54, 83], algebraic geometry [17,

50], invariant theory [70], geometric designs [64], dynamical systems [25], systems of

linear differential equations [55, 60], coding theory [17, 49, 36], etc.

This thesis concerns one of such applications of Gr¨obner bases tointeger programs

such as

IPA,�(b) := minimize{c · x | Ax = b, x ∈ N
n},

(A ∈ Z
d×n, b ∈ Z

d, c ∈ R
n andN is the set of non-negative integers), which was first

reported in 1991 by Conti and Traverso [13]. This approach utilized the discreteness of

toric ideals, which have been studied in detail in algebraic geometry. Their algorithm

first finds a feasible solution and a Gr¨obner basis for the toric ideal, and if a mono-

mial corresponding to the feasible solution can be reduced by the Gr¨obner basis, then

it reduces as many times as possible, and the optimal solution is automatically obtained

by the resulting monomial. As this reduction corresponds to a move to another feasi-

ble solution with less cost, this approach is an algebraic interpretation of the algorithm

using test sets[14]. This approach is, in itself, very interesting, as it is an applica-

tion of computational algebraic methods to difficult problems like these, and provides

a method for algebraic analyses of structure and algebraic algorithms for integer pro-

grams [13, 72, 76, 77, 79, 86], though this approach does not yield improved complexity

bounds, as compared with existing methods, and has not been demonstrated as solving

difficult practical cases that cannot be handled by existing methods.

Standard pair decompositions of monomial ideals was introduced by Sturmfels et

al. [73] to give a characteristic invariant (called thearithmetic degree) in algebraic geom-

etry. Many applications of standard pair decompositions were reported to the theory of

algebraic geometry, especially to algebraic combinatorics of monomial ideals (for more

details of recent results, see [75]).

Hoçten and Thomas reported another computational algebraic approach to integer pro-

grams [34] (also appeared in Hoc¸ten’s Ph.D thesis [31]) that usesstandard pair decom-

positionsof monomial ideals defined from toric ideals. Their algorithm first finds the

set of standard pairs, and successively solves linear systems of equations, each of which

2



is defined from one standard pair, until a non-negative integer solution is obtained. In

this algorithm, the number of standard pairs, i.e., the arithmetic degree, is an important

invariant that indicates the complexity of this approach. Although, like the approach

using Gröbner bases, this approach does not yield improved complexity bounds, it does

provide a new subclass of integer programs called theGomory family[33], which gen-

eralizes thetotal dual integrality[23, 53, 63].

Standard pairs are related with Gomory’s relaxation [28], which is one of the classical

relaxation approaches to integer programs. Gomory’s relaxation considers a family of

group relaxations, each of which is indexed by a face of a simplicial complex called

a regular triangulation[33] (different relaxations correspond to different faces). Each

standard pair also has an index of a face of regular triangulation (different pairs may have

same index), and a group relaxation indexed by a faceτ solves the given integer program

if and only if there exists some standard pair whose index isτ ′ with τ ⊆ τ ′ [33, 78]. The

family IPA,� of all integer programsIPA,�(b) asb varies inNA := {Au |u ∈ N
n} ⊆ Z

d

is called theGomory familyif each program inIPA,� is solved by a group relaxation

which is indexed by amaximalface.

For an ideal over a polynomial ring, the reduced Gr¨obner basis and the set of standard

pairs are dual in the sense that the complement of the monomials in the initial ideal,

which is generated by the initial terms of polynomials in the reduced Gr¨obner basis,

is the set of standard monomials, a nice decomposition of which is the standard pair

decomposition. This kind of duality may shed new light on duality in combinatorial op-

timization, and by considering a nice subclass of integer programming problems where

the duality theorem holds, we might be able to obtain some complexity bounds by mak-

ing use of the characteristics of the subclass, which could not be derived for general

integer programming problems.

For these reasons, this dissertation focuses on Gr¨obner bases and standard pairs for

several well-studied subclasses of integer programs: unimodular integer programs and

Lawrence-type integer programs. In particular, we focus on the arithmetic degree, one

important invariant for computational algebraic approaches to integer programs, and the

number of dual feasible bases, which, in the case of non-degenerate programs, is the
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number of vertices of the feasible region for its dual problem. Generally, the number of

dual feasible bases is equal to or less than the arithmetic degree [33]. As almost all of

the problems we consider are non-degenerate, the number of dual feasible bases charac-

terizes the feasible region of the dual problem and is also an important invariant of the

program. This dissertation describes analysis of the computational algebraic complexity

of unimodular and Lawrence-type integer programs using the duality of Gr¨obner bases

and standard pairs, which will be important to provide new duality in combinatorial

optimization and complexity bounds, which could not be derived using general integer

programs.

1.2 Unimodular Integer Programs

A row-full rank matrixA ∈ Z
d×n is calledunimodularif each nonsingular submatrix

of orderd has determinant±1.

Integer programs whose coefficient matrices are unimodular are the most fundamen-

tal subclass of integer programs in the sense that, for any integral matrixA and integral

vectorb for which the linear relaxation ofIPA,�(b) is feasible, the feasible region of the

linear relaxation is integral (i.e., any vertex of the region is integral) [80]. In particular, if

A is unimodular, the optimal solution for the linear relaxation ofIPA,�(b) is also the op-

timal solution toIPA,�(b). In algebraic approaches for integer programs, unimodularity

guarantees that the set of circuits of a vector matroid, the union of all reduced Gr¨obner

bases, and the Graver basis [29] coincide. The incidence matrix of a directed graph is

unimodular (e.g., see [63]).

There are additional related subclasses of integer programs, which are involved with

the integrality of feasible regions. A family of unimodular integer programs can be

considered as a special subset oftotal dual integral (TDI)systems [23], in the sense that

the systemyA ≤ c is TDI for anyc if and only if A is unimodular. If the systemyA ≤ c

is TDI, then the set of standard pair decompositions corresponds to the set of vertices

of the dual polyhedron ofIPA,�(b), or equivalently, the set of dual feasible bases of

IPA,�(b) [33]. In addition, ifyA ≤ c is TDI, then the familyIPA,� becomes a Gomory
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family [33].

c : arbitrary

A : incidence matrices
  of directed graphs

A : unimodular
c : arbitrary

A, c s.t.
IPA,c is a Gomory family

yA < c is TDI
A, c s.t.

Figure 1.1: Classes of matrices and cost vectors.

1.3 Lawrence-Type Integer Programs

A matrix of the formΛ(A) :=

 A O

I I

 (A ∈ Z
d×n, I is the n × n identity

matrix andO is thed × n zero matrix) is said to be ofLawrence type, or to be the

Lawrence liftingof A [8]. This type of matrix was first suggested by Lawrence (1980,

unpublished) in oriented matroid theory, such that, for a given oriented matroidM , there

exists a matroidΛ(M) such that the face lattice ofΛ(M) is polytopal if and only ifM

is realizable [6]. IfM is realizable, thenΛ(M) is realized byΛ(B) for some matrix

B. The convex hull of column vectors ofΛ(B) is called aLawrence polytope, and

its Gale transform(a specific duality in oriented matroids and polytopes) is centrally

symmetrical [6]. The above Lawrence construction of oriented matroids, or Lawrence

polytope, has been applied to the theory of convex polytopes [6, 8, 61, 68, 85].

In combinatorial optimization problems, Lawrence-type integer programming prob-
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lems whose coefficient matrices are of Lawrence type arise in many situations. For

example, the capacitated integer programminimize {c · x | Ax = b, 0 ≤ x ≤ u}
is equivalent to the problemminimize

{
c · x

∣∣ Λ(A)
(
�

�

)
=
(
�

�

)
,
(
�

�

)
≥ 0

}
with the

introduction of slack variabless. In multidimensional transportation problems [84], co-

efficient matrices of several problems can be replaced by a Lawrence-type matrix.

In statistical analyses, Lawrence-type matrices, orr-th Lawrence lifting[62], appear

in multi-way contingency tables with fixed marginal sums [3, 20, 62] since the condi-

tions that a table has a fixed marginal sum can be expressed using Lawrence-type ma-

trices orr-th Lawrence lifting. For enumeration of multi-way contingency tables with

fixed marginal sums, it is necessary to enumerate feasible solutions for multidimensional

transportation problems. However, the problem of counting the number of contingency

tables with fixed marginal sums has been shown to be #P-complete [22] even the case of

2×N tables. Furthermore, for given marginal sums of a three dimensional contingency

table, the problem to show the existence of a table satisfying marginal sums have shown

to be NP-complete [37]. But, for sampling contingency tables, Markov Chain Monte

Carlo methods whose mixing time (roughly, the number of iterations until converging

to the stationary distribution) become polynomial of the size of input data have been

studied for tables of type2 × N [21] and type2 × · · · × 2 × N [51]. It is an open

problem whether there exists a Markov Chain Monte Carlo method whose mixing time

is polynomial for aM ×N (M, N ≥ 3) contingency table [81].

Algebraically, reduced Gr¨obner bases for toric ideals of Lawrence-type matrices and

their relations with matroids have been studied in detail, and are applied to algorithms

that compute universal Gr¨obner bases and Graver bases [71, 72]. On the other hand,

standard pairs for Lawrence-type matrices and their matroidal structure have not been

characterized in detail.
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1.4 Our Contributions

1.4.1 Unimodular Integer Programs

The Gomory family described by Hoc¸ten and Thomas [33] includes the family of

unimodular integer programs. In their paper, they provided the lower bound for an arith-

metic degree of any integer program, and introduced the results reported by Kannan [47]

who studied the upper bound of an arithmetic degree.

For unimodular integer programs, this dissertation describes the approach for integer

programs reported by Hoc¸ten and Thomas [34] in terms of reduced costs, and gives the

maximum number of arithmetic degrees by the normalized volume of a polytope defined

by the coefficient matrix. This result gives a framework for computing the number of

feasible bases via Gr¨obner bases and volume computations.

This dissertation also considers minimum cost flow problems, which form a well-

known subclass of unimodular integer programming problems that can be solved in

polynomial time. A variant of the cycle-canceling algorithm represents a Gr¨obner basis

approach for minimum cost flow problems. For any feasible flow, strongly polyno-

mial time algorithms [27, 65, 66] use selection rules to choose the polynomial size of

negative-cost cycles from the set of negative-cost cycles in the residual network, which

may be of exponential size, and augment along the cycles as many as possible. Similarly,

the algorithm using Gr¨obner basis calculates the optimal flow by augmenting flows along

the negative-cost cycles that correspond to the elements of the Gr¨obner basis. Thus, the

cardinalities of reduced Gr¨obner bases may provide some time bounds for this algorithm.

On the other hand, the standard pair approach for minimum cost flow problems first finds

the set of standard pairs, and solves linear systems of equations for each standard pair

until a non-negative integer solution is obtained. Therefore, the number of standard

pairs, i.e., the arithmetic degree, indicates the complexity of this approach. Furthermore,

the arithmetic degree for minimum cost flow problems gives the number of dual feasible

bases.

We characterize Gr¨obner bases and standard pairs in terms of graphs, and give bounds
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for the number of dual and primal feasible bases of the minimum cost flow problems

on the acyclic tournament graph withd vertices: for the number of dual feasible bases,

the minimum and maximum are shown to be 1 and the Catalan number1
d

(
2(d−1)

d−1

)
, re-

spectively, while for the number of primal feasible bases the lower bound is shown to

beΩ(2�d/6�). To analyze arithmetic degrees, we use two approaches: the computational

algebraic duality between reduced Gr¨obner bases and standard pairs, and the results of

combinatorics related with toric ideals, i.e., hypergeometric systems related with toric

ideals.

Furthermore, we consider computational algebraic methods for primal and dual trans-

portation problems. For transportation problems on bipartite graphs, the structures of

feasible polyhedra, especially the number of vertices, have been studied for both pri-

mal [1, 11, 48, 58] and dual [4, 5] problems. We give computational algebraic proof via

computations of normalized volumes for the following existing results:

• The maximum number of vertices for the feasible region of a transportation prob-

lem onK2,n is (n− [n/2])
(

n
[n/2]

)
[48].

• The maximum number of vertices for the feasible region of a dual transportation

problem onKm,n is
(

m+n−2
m−1

)
[5].

For a network optimization problem, the duality between the reduced Gr¨obner ba-

sis and the set of standard pairs corresponds to the relation between circuits and dual

feasible co-trees, dually, cutsets and primal feasible trees. As such relations have not

been clarified, this computational algebraic duality may be an interesting method for the

analysis of network problems.

1.4.2 Lawrence-Type Integer Programs

As the toric ideal of a matrixA is defined by linear dependencies of column vectors

of A, the toric ideal ofA (or Λ(A)) is related to the vector matroidM [A] of A. Actually,

the set of circuits ofM [A] is related to reduced Gr¨obner bases in the sense that the union

of all possible reduced Gr¨obner bases is a superset of the set of binomials corresponding
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to the set of all circuits ofM [A]. If A is unimodular, these two sets coincide. On the

other hand, the relation between standard pairs for toric ideals ofA (or Λ(A)) andM [A]

has not been characterized in detail.

This dissertation describes the relation between standard pairs for a toric ideal of the

Lawrence-type matrixΛ(A) and a vector matroidM [A]. In particular, we focus on stan-

dard pairs that correspond to dual feasible bases. As a toric ideal ofΛ(A) has information

about the set of circuits ofM [A], a set of standard pairs may be related to the bases of

M [A]. We describe a bijection between the set of bases ofM [A] and the set of stan-

dard pairs corresponding to dual feasible bases. In addition, we describe the matroidal

structure of these standard pairs in the sense that the adjacency relation of standard pairs

as facets in a regular triangulation corresponds to the adjacency of vertices in the base

polyhedron [24] ofM [A], and each adjacency of vertices in the base polyhedron appears

as adjacent facets for some regular triangulation.

As practical applications, we consider capacitated minimum cost flow problems on

acyclic tournament graphs and multidimensional transportation problems of type2 ×
· · ·×2×M×N . For capacitated minimum cost flow problems on the acyclic tournament

graph withd vertices, the number of dual feasible bases is shown to bedd−2, where, as

described in the previous section, for the uncapacitated minimum cost flow problem on

the same graph the number is equal to or less than the Catalan number1
d

(
2(d−1)

d−1

)
. For

multidimensional transportation problems of type2×· · ·×2×M×N , the number of dual

feasible bases is shown to beMN−1NM−1
(
2(M−1)(N−1)

)s−3
, wheres is the dimension

of the problem. On the other hand, for the number of primal feasible bases, we can

analyze only the case2 × · · · × 2 × 2 × N . These results may give analyses of the

difficulty of statistical or combinatorial problems on multi-way contingency tables from

the viewpoint of dualistic computational algebraic methods.

The structures of the feasible regions of general transportation problems and the struc-

tures of feasible polyhedra, especially the number of vertices, have been studied for

primal [11] and dual [5] problems. On the other hand, for multidimensional transporta-

tion problems there have been few studies of the structures of feasible polyhedra [84].

Therefore, our results represent additional characterization of the structures of feasible
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polyhedra of primal and dual multidimensional transportation problems.

Enumerations of multi-way contingency tables with fixed marginal sums are equiva-

lent to enumeration of feasible solutions for multidimensional transportation problems.

When the table is of type2×· · ·×2×M×N , as the coefficient matrix is unimodular, each

vertex of the feasible polyhedron for the linear relaxation problem is integral. Therefore,

the number of primal feasible bases for non-degenerate multidimensional transportation

problems of type2× · · ·× 2×M ×N gives lower bounds for the number of multi-way

contingency tables.

1.5 Organization of this Dissertation

This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces some computational

algebraic methods — Gr¨obner bases and standard pair decompositions — and their ap-

plications to integer programs. Chapter 3 and 4 represent the main part of the disserta-

tion. Chapter 3 is concerned with unimodular integer programs. The maximum number

of standard pairs is shown in terms of volume of a polytope, and we analyze the Hoc¸ten-

Thomas algorithm for unimodular integer programs from the viewpoint of computation

of the reduced cost of linear programs. Computational algebraic methods for primal and

dual minimum cost flow problems on acyclic tournament graphs are also studied. We

give the algebraic difference of complexity between primal and dual problems in terms

of arithmetic degree. Furthermore, we give computational algebraic proof for existing

results on the numbers of primal and dual feasible bases of the transportation problem.

Chapter 4 describes the study of Lawrence-type integer programs. We give a bijection

between the set of standard pairs corresponding to dual feasible bases and the set of

bases of the vector matroid, and also give the matroidal structure of such standard pairs.

We also analyze capacitated minimum cost flow problems and primal and dual multidi-

mensional transportation problems. The results in this section indicate the difficulty of

analysis of statistical or combinatorial problems on multi-way contingency tables from

the viewpoint of dualistic computational algebraic methods. Finally, Chapter 5 summa-

rizes the findings described in this dissertation.
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Lawrence−type
Integer
Programs

in Gomory family
Integer Programs

Minimum
Cost Flow
Problems
on acyclic
tournament

graphs

Unimodular
Integer
Programs

capacitated
minimum
cost flow
problems

Problems of the
type 2x2x...x2xMxN

Transportation
Multidimensional

Integer Programs

Problems of the
Transportation
Multidimensional

type 2xKx...xLxMxN
(L,M,N>2)

Chap. 3 Chap. 4

Sec. 3,4, 3.5

Sec. 4.3.3, 4.4.2

Sec. 4.3.2

:  class of problems which this dissertation considers

Figure 1.2: Gomory integer programs, unimodular integer programs and Lawrence-type

integer programs.
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Chapter 2

Algebraic Preliminaries: Computational

Algebra and Integer Programs

This chapter provides the basic definitions of computational algebra theory for integer

programming, which are used in subsequent sections of the dissertation. We refer to

[16] for an introduction to Gr¨obner bases. For more details concerning the applications

of computational algebra theory to integer programming, see [34, 71, 78].

2.1 Gröbner Bases

2.1.1 Definitions

Let k be a field andk[x1, . . . , xn] the polynomial ring with coefficients ink, and

x = {x1, . . . , xn} the set of variables ofk[x1, . . . , xn]. For an exponent vectora =

(a1, . . . , an) ∈ N
n, we denotex� := xa1

1 xa2
2 · · ·xan

n .

Definition 2.1 A non-empty subsetI ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] is an ideal if it satisfies the fol-

lowing conditions:

1. For anyf, g ∈ I, f + g ∈ I, and,

2. For anyf ∈ I andh ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn], fh ∈ I.
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Proposition 2.2 If f1, . . . , fs ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] be polynomials, Then

〈f1, . . . , fs〉 :=

{
s∑

i=1

hifi

∣∣∣∣∣ h1, . . . , hs ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]

}

is an ideal ofk[x1, . . . , xn].

We call〈f1, . . . , fs〉 the ideal generated byf1, . . . , fs, and{f1, . . . , fs} a generator

of 〈f1, . . . , fs〉. By the Hilbert Basis Theorem ([16, Chap. 2,§5, Theorem 4.]), every

idealI overk[x1, . . . , xn] is finitely generated, i.e., there exist finitef1, . . . , fs ∈ I such

thatI = 〈f1, . . . , fs〉.
To define a Gr¨obner basis of an ideal, it is first necessary to define aterm order, i.e., a

good total order of monomials.

Definition 2.3 A total order� on the set of monomials ink[x1, . . . , xn] is a term order

if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. If x� � x� andw ∈ N
n, thenx�x� � x�x�, and,

2. For anyu ∈ N
n \ {0}, x� � 1.

The following lists some well-known examples of term orders.

Definition 2.4 Fix variable orderingxi1 > xi2 > · · · > xin . A lexicographic order

induced by this variable ordering is defined as follows:

x� � x� ⇐⇒ the leftmost non-zero element of(ui1 − vi1 , . . . , uin − vin) is positive.

Definition 2.5 Fix variable orderingxi1 > xi2 > · · · > xin . A degree lexicographic

orderinduced by this variable ordering is defined as follows:

x� � x� ⇐⇒
the leftmost non-zero element of

(
∑n

k=1(uk − vk), ui1 − vi1 , . . . , uin − vin) is positive.
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Definition 2.6 Fix variable orderingxi1 > xi2 > · · · > xin . A degree reverse lexico-

graphic orderinduced by this variable ordering is defined as follows:

x� � x� ⇐⇒
the leftmost non-zero element of

(
∑n

k=1(uk − vk), vin − uin, . . . , vi1 − ui1) is positive.

For a term order� and a polynomialf ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn], we denotein�(f) the largest

term of f with respect to� and call theinitial term of f . Then, for an idealI ⊆
k[x1, . . . , xn], we define theinitial ideal of I asin�(I) = 〈in�(f) | f ∈ I〉.

Definition 2.7 LetI be an ideal overk[x1, . . . , xn] and� a term order. AGröbner basis

of I with respect to� is a finite setG� = {g1, . . . , gs} ⊂ I such that

in�(I) = 〈in�(g1), . . . , in�(gs)〉.

A Gröbner basisG� is reducedif, for any i, j with i �= j, no term ofgi is divisible by

in�(gj) and the coefficient ofin�(gi) is 1 for anyi.

A Gröbner basis is really abasisof an ideal.

Proposition 2.8 ([16, Chap. 2,§5, Corollary 6.]) A Gröbner basis of an idealI is a

generator ofI.

One of the most useful properties of a Gr¨obner basis is a uniqueness of the remainder

of a division.

Proposition 2.9 ([16, Chap. 2,§6. Proposition 1.]) LetG� = {g1, . . . , gs} be a Gr̈obner

basis for an idealI ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] with respect to a term order�. Then, every

f ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] can be written as

f = a1g1 + · · ·+ asgs + r, (a1, . . . , as, r ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]),

where eitherr = 0 or no term ofr is divisible by any ofin�(g1), . . . , in�(gs). In

addition,r is unique, and called thenormal formof f byG�.
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2.1.2 Gröbner Bases in Integer Programs

We consider an integer programIPA,�(b):

IPA,�(b) := minimize {c · x | Ax = b, x ∈ N
n},

whereA ∈ Z
d×n, b ∈ Z

d, c ∈ R
n andN is the set of non-negative integers. We define the

family of integer programsIPA,� asIPA,� := {IPA,�(b) | b = Au for someu ∈ N
n}.

A cost vectorc is genericif each program inIPA,� has a unique optimal solution. In this

dissertation, we assume thatc is generic, and if not we use a genericc′, which is obtained

by perturbingc such that the optimal solution forIPA,�′(b) is optimal forIPA,�(b).

For application of computational algebraic methods to integer programs, we consider

thetoric ideal.

Definition 2.10 LetA ∈ Z
d×n. Then, we define thetoric idealIA of A as

IA := 〈x� − x� | Au = Av, u, v ∈ N
n〉 ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn].

Every vectoru ∈ Z
n can be written uniquely asu = u+ − u− whereu+ andu− are

non-negative and have disjoint support, where thesupportof a vectoru is {i | ui �= 0}.

Proposition 2.11 ([71, Corollary 4.4.]) For every term order�, there is a finite set of

vectors{u1, . . . , us} ⊂ ker(A) ∩ Z
n such that the reduced Gröbner basis ofIA with

respect to� is equal to
{

x�+
i − x�−

i

∣∣∣ i = 1, . . . , s
}

.

Example 2.12 LetA =

 1 1 0

−1 0 1

, the matrix obtained from the incidence matrix

of the network shown in Figure 2.1 by deleting one row, and consider the minimum cost

flow problem

IPA,�(b) = minimize {c · x | Ax = b, x = (x1,2, x1,3, x2,3) ∈ N
3}.

Then, the toric ideal isIA = 〈x1,2x2,3 − x1,3〉. �
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1

32

Figure 2.1: Acyclic tournament graph with 3 vertices.

For a fixed term order�, therefinementof c by� is a total order�� such that

x� �� x� ⇐⇒ c · u > c · v or (c · u = c · v andx� � x�) .

If c ≥ 0, then�� becomes a term order.

An ideal I ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] is homogeneouswith respect to the positive grading

deg(xi) = di > 0 (i = 1, . . . , n) if for any f = f1 + f2 + · · · + fm ∈ I (fi is the

homogeneous component of degreei in f ), fi ∈ I for anyi. An ideal is homogeneous if

and only if it is generated by homogeneous polynomials [16].

Proposition 2.13 ([71, Proposition 1.12.])If I is homogeneous with respect to some

positive gradingdeg(xi) = di > 0, then�� becomes a term order for anyc ∈ R
n \ {0},

and the reduced Gröbner basisG�� exists.

In the rest of this chapter, we consider a cost vectorc for which�� becomes a term

order for some term order�. Let IPA,��(b) be the problem to find the unique minimal

element in{x ∈ N
n | Ax = b} with respect to�� and consider the familyIPA,��

of integer programs same asIPA,�. Then, the solutionu of IPA,��(b) is one of the

optimal solutions ofIPA,�(b). Conti and Traverso [13] introduced an algorithm based

on a Gröbner basis to solveIPA,��(b). We describe two versions of the Conti-Traverso

algorithm: the first is the original version (see [13]), and the other is a condensed version

(see [71]).

The original version of the Conti-Traverso algorithm considers an ideal in a polyno-

mial ring withd+n+1 variables. Thus, much more time is needed to calculate a Gr¨obner

basis, although this version is more implementation-friendly than the condensed version,
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and the generator of the ideal involved is given automatically. The condensed version

does not have this latter property.

In this algorithm, we consider an ideal ink[x1, . . . , xn, t0, t1, . . . , td]. Let�′ be any

term order such that (i) every monomial that contains one oft0, t1, . . . , td is greater than

any monomial that does not, and (ii)�′ restricted tok[x1, . . . , xn] induces the same total

order as��.

Algorithm 2.14 (Conti-Traverso Algorithm (The original version))

Input: a matrixA ∈ Z
d×n, a cost vectorc ∈ R

n

a right hand side vectorb ∈ Z
d, a term order�

Output: whetherIPA,��(b) is feasible or not, and if feasible, the optimal solutionu

of IPA,��(b)

Step 1.Compute the reduced Gröbner basisG of an idealJ = 〈x1t
�−

1 − t�
+
1 , . . . ,

xnt�
−
n − t�

+
n , t0t1 · · · td − 1〉, wheret = {t1, . . . , td}, with respect to�′.

Step 2.Letβ := max({|bj | | bj < 0}, 0) andei be thei-th unit vector inR
d. For a

monomialtβ0 t�+β(�1+···+�d), compute its normal formtγ0
0 t	x� byG.

Step 3.If γ0 = 0 andγ = 0, then output “feasible” with the optimal solutionu.

Otherwise output “infeasible”.

The condensed version of the Conti-Traverso algorithm is useful for highlighting the

main computational step involved. This version is effective if a generator ofIA and one

feasible solution ofIPA,��(b) are already known.

Algorithm 2.15 (Conti-Traverso Algorithm (The condensed version))

Input: a matrixA ∈ Z
d×n, a cost vectorc ∈ R

n

a right hand side vectorb ∈ Z
d, a term order�

Output: the optimal solutionu of IPA,��(b)

Step 1.Compute the reduced Gröbner basisG of IA with respect to��.
Step 2.For any feasible solutionv of IPA,�(b), compute the normal formx� of x�

byG.

Step 3.Outputu. u is the optimal solution ofIPA,��(b).
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Thus, the reduced Gr¨obner basisG of IA with respect to�� is atest setfor IPA,�� [76,

77].

Definition 2.16 A setT ⊆ {x ∈ Z
n | Ax = 0} is a test setfor IPA,�� if T satisfies the

following:

1. given any non-optimal solutionα to any program inIPA,��, there existst ∈ T
such thatα− t is a feasible solution to the same program andα �� α− t,

2. for the optimal solutionβ to a program inIPA,��, β−t is infeasible for anyt ∈ T .

Example 2.12 (continued.)If c = (c1,2, c1,3, c2,3) = (3, 1, 2), thenin�(IA) = 〈x1,2x2,3〉
and, for any term order�, the reduced Gr̈obner basis isG�� = {x1,2x2,3 − x1,3}. On

the other hand, ifc = (1, 4, 2), thenin�(IA) = 〈x1,3〉 and, for any term order�, the

reduced Gr̈obner basis isG�� = {x1,3 − x1,2x2,3}.

x12

x13

x23

x12

x13

x23c=(3,1,2) c=(1,4,2)

c A cin   (I  )A
in   (I  )

Figure 2.2: Two types of initial ideals for Example 2.12. A point(p, q, r) in the figure

corresponds to the monomialxp
1,2x

q
1,3x

r
2,3.

Let c = (3, 1, 2) and b = (4, 5). For the original version of the Conti-Traverso

algorithm,J = 〈x1,2t2 − t1, x1,3 − t1, x2,3 − t2, t0t1t2 − 1〉. Its reduced Gr̈obner basis

for a suitable�′ is G = {x1,2x2,3−x1,3, t2−x2,3, t1−x1,3, t0x1,3x2,3−1, t0x
2
1,3−x1,2},

and the normal form oft41t
5
2 by G is x4

1,3x
5
2,3. Thus,IPA,�� is feasible and the optimal

solution is(0, 4, 5).
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For the condensed version of the Conti-Traverso algorithm, given a feasible solution

(4, 0, 9), the normal form ofx4
1,2x

9
2,3 by G = {x1,2x2,3 − x1,3} is x4

1,3x
5
2,3. Thus, the

optimal solution ofIPA,��(b) is (0, 4, 5). �

Next we define three subsets ofIA: circuits, universal Gr̈obner basesand Graver

bases.

Definition 2.17 A binomialx�+ − x�− ∈ IA is a circuit if the support ofu is minimal

with respect to inclusion and the elements ofu are relatively prime. LetCA denote a set

of all circuits ofIA.

Definition 2.18 LetUA be the union of all reduced Gröbner bases forIA with respect to

all term orders.UA is theuniversal Gröbner basisof IA.

Definition 2.19 ([29]) A binomialx�+ − x�− ∈ IA is primitive if there exists no other

binomialx�+ − x�− ∈ IA such thatx�+
dividesx�+

andx�−
dividesx�−

. Let GrA

denote the set of all primitive binomials ofIA and call theGraver basisof IA.

For algorithms that compute the universal Gr¨obner basis and the Graver basis, see [71,

Algorithm 7.2. and Algorithm 7.6.].

Proposition 2.20 ([71, Proposition 4.11.])For every matrixA, CA ⊆ UA ⊆ GrA.

Example 2.12 (continued.)For thisA, CA = UA = GrA = {x1,2x2,3 − x1,3}. �

2.2 Standard Pair Decompositions

2.2.1 Definitions

An ideal M ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] is a monomial idealif M is generated by monomials.

For a monomial idealM and a monomialm ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn], m is astandardmonomial

for M if m /∈ M . A standard pair decompositionof M is a nice decomposition of the

set of all standard monomials forM .

Let [n] := {1, . . . , n}. For a monomialx� ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn] and an index setσ ⊆ [n],

let (x�, σ) denote the set of monomials{x� · x� | x� is a monomial ink[xj | j ∈ σ]}.
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Definition 2.21 Let M ⊆ k[x1, . . . , xn] be a monomial ideal. Then,(x�, σ) is a stan-

dard pairof M if it satisfies the following:

(i) supp(u) ∩ σ = ∅,

(ii) Every monomial in(x�, σ) is a standard monomial forM , and

(iii) (x�, σ) �⊂ (x�, τ) for any other(x�, τ) that satisfies(i) and(ii) .

Let S(M) denote the set of all standard pairs ofM . The cardinality ofS(M) is called

thearithmetic degreeof M .

The standard pairs of a monomial idealM induce a unique covering for the set of

monomials not inM , which we call thestandard pair decompositionof M [34]. For

algorithms that compute standard pairs of a monomial ideal, see [34, Algorithm 2.5] or

[60, Algorithm 3.2.5]. The source code of the algorithm of Saito et al. forMacaulay

2, a mathematical software system, is reported in full in [32].

Example 2.12 (continued.)For c = (3, 1, 2), the standard pairs ofin(3,1,2)(IA) are

(1, {(1, 2), (1, 3)}) and (1, {(1, 3), (2, 3)}). Thus, the arithmetic degree ofin(3,1,2)(IA)

is 2. On the other hand, forc = (1, 4, 2), the standard pair ofin(1,4,2)(IA) is (1,

{(1, 2), (2, 3)}). Thus the arithmetic degree ofin(1,4,2)(IA) is 1. �

x12

x13

x23

x12

x13

x23c=(3,1,2) c=(1,4,2)

(1,{(1,3),(2,3)})

c A cin   (I  )A
in   (I  )

(1,{(1,2),(1,3)}) (1,{(1,2),(2,3)})

Figure 2.3: Two types of standard pair decompositions for Example 2.12.
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In cases in which a monomial ideal is an initial ideal of a polynomial ring, the re-

duced Gröbner basis and the set of standard pairs are dual in the sense that standard pair

decomposition is a nice decomposition for the complement of monomials in the initial

ideal, generated by the initial terms of polynomials in the reduced Gr¨obner basis.

2.2.2 Standard Pair Decompositions in Integer Programs

In this section we apply standard pair decompositions to integer programs. We give

the properties of standard pair decompositions for initial ideals of toric ideals.

For a polynomialf ∈ IA, we definein�(f) as the sum of terms off that are max-

imal with respect to the inner product ofc and the exponent vector, andin�(IA) :=

〈in�(f) | f ∈ IA〉. Then,in�(f) containsin��(f) as a term. The assumption of the

genericity ofc implies thatin�(f) = in��(f) andin�(IA) = in��(IA).

Let {a1, . . . , an} be the column vectors ofA and cone(A) the cone generated by

a1, . . . , an. For σ ⊆ [n], let Aσ denote for the submatrix ofA whose columns are

indexed byσ.

Definition 2.22 Letc be a cost vector.

(i) We define theregular triangulation∆� of cone(A) as follows:cone(Aσ) is a faceof

∆� if and only if there exists a vectory ∈ R
d such thaty · aj = cj (j ∈ σ) and

y · aj < cj (j /∈ σ).

(ii) If cone(Aσ) is a face of∆�, thenσ is also called afaceof ∆�.

(iii) σ is called afacetof ∆� if σ is maximal face of∆� with respect to inclusion.

The genericity ofc implies that∆� is in fact a triangulation (i.e., each face of∆� is

simplicial) [72].

Example 2.12 (continued.)For c = (3, 1, 2), ∆(3,1,2) = {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, {1}, {2}, {3}, ∅}
and facets are{1, 2} and{2, 3} (Figure 2.4 left). On the other hand, forc = (1, 4, 2),

∆(1,4,2) = {{1, 3}, {1}, {3}, ∅} and only{1, 3} is a facet(Figure 2.4 right). �
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Figure 2.4: Two regular triangulations for Example 2.12.

When vertices ofconv(A) are in them-dimensional latticeL � Z
m, we define the

normalized volumeof a maximal faceσ of ∆� by the volume ofσ with normalization

such that the volume of the convex hull of0, e1, . . . , em is 1. Here,{ei}1≤i≤m are the

basis of the latticeL.

Lemma 2.23 ([71, 73])

(i) If in�(IA) has(∗, σ) as a standard pair, thenσ is a face of∆�.

(ii) in�(IA) has(1, σ) as a standard pair if and only ifσ is a maximal face of∆�.

(iii) If a1, . . . , an span an affine hyperplane, then∆� is the same as the regular trian-

gulation ofconv(A) with respect toc, and the number of standard pairs(∗, σ) for

a maximal faceσ of ∆� equals the normalized volume ofσ in ∆�.

Example 2.24 Let A =

 1 1 1 1

0 1 2 3

 andc = (1, 3, 1, 1). Then the regular trian-

gulation∆� consists of{1, 3}, {3, 4} and all of their subsets.

The standard pair decomposition ofin�(IA) is (1, {1, 3}), (x4, {1, 3}), (1, {3, 4}) and

(x2, {1}). We remark that the normalized volume of the facet{1, 3} in ∆� is 2 and that

of the facet{3, 4} is 1 (Figure 2.5). �

Hoçten and Thomas [34] introduced an algorithm based on a standard pair decompo-

sition to solveIPA,�(b).
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Figure 2.5: Regular triangulations ofcone(A) andconv(A).

Let u be the optimal solution toIPA,�(b). As x� /∈ in�(IA) and standard pairs cover

the set of monomials not inin�(IA), x� is covered by some standard pair(x�, σ). And

then, u = a +
∑

i∈σ kiei for some non-negative integers{ki}i∈σ, andb = Au =

A
(
a +

∑
i∈σ kiei

)
= Aa +

∑
i∈σ kiai. Lemma 2.23 implies that{ai}i∈σ are linearly

independent. Therefore,{ki}i∈σ is the unique solution to the linear system
∑

i∈σ xiai =

b−Aa. This observation induces an algorithm to solveIPA,�(b) using the standard pair

decomposition ofin�(IA).

Algorithm 2.25 (Hoçten-Thomas Algorithm [34])

Input: a matrixA ∈ Z
d×n, a cost vectorc ∈ R

n

a right hand side vectorb ∈ Z
d

Output: the optimal solutionu of IPA,�(b)

Step 1.Compute the standard pair decompositionS(in�(IA)).

Step 2.For each(x�, σ) ∈ S(in�(IA)), solve the linear system
∑

i∈σ xiai = b− Aa.

Let{ki}i∈σ be the solution.

Step 3.If {ki}i∈σ are both integral and non-negative, outputu = a +
∑

i∈σ kiei as

the optimal solution. Otherwise, returnStep 2.for another standard pair.

This algorithm solves at most|S(in�(IA))|-many linear systems of equations. There-

fore, the arithmetic degree|S(in�(IA))| is a measure of the complexity ofIPA,�.

Example 2.12 (continued.)Let c = (3, 1, 2) and b = (4, 5). For the standard pair

(1, {(1, 2), (1, 3)}), the linear system inStep 2. is {x1,2 + x1,3 = 4, −x1,2 = 5} and its
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solution isx1,2 = −5 andx1,3 = 9, which does not satisfy the condition inStep 3.. In

a similar way, for the standard pair(1, {(1, 3), (2, 3)}), the solution of the linear system

in Step 2. is x1,3 = 4 and x2,3 = 5, which satisfies the condition. Thus, the optimal

solution ofIPA,��(b) is (0, 4, 5). �

We next relate a standard pair decomposition ofin�(IA) to the dual problem for the

linear relaxation problemLPA,�(b) := minimize {c · x | Ax = b, x ≥ 0} of IPA,�(b).

Definition 2.26 LetP ⊂ R
n be a polyhedron andF a face ofP . Thenormal coneof F

at P is the cone

NP (F ) := {ω ∈ R
n | ω · x′ ≥ ω · x for all x′ ∈ F andx ∈ P}.

The set of normal cones for all faces ofP is called thenormal fanof P .

Lemma 2.27 ([33]) ∆� is the normal fan of the polyhedronP� := {y ∈ R
d | yA ≤ c}.

We remark thatP� is the dual polyhedron for the linear relaxation problem ofIPA,�(b).

WhenA is row-full rank, this lemma shows that there is a surjection from the dual fea-

sible bases ofLPA,�(b) onto the maximal faces of∆�.

Example 2.12 (continued.)The dual polyhedronP(3,1,2) is P(3,1,2) = {(y1, y2) | y1 −
y2 ≤ 3, y1 ≤ 1, y2 ≤ 2}. �
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Figure 2.6: Dual polyhedronP(3,1,2) and regular triangulation∆(3,1,2).
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Chapter 3

Dualistic Computational Algebraic Analyses of

Unimodular Integer Programs

3.1 Introduction

Integer programs whose coefficient matrices are unimodular form a nice subclass in

the sense that the systemyA ≤ c becomes totally dual integral (TDI) for eachc. Then,

the feasible polyhedron of the linear relaxationLPA,c(b) of IPA,c(b) becomes inte-

gral (i.e., each vertex of the polyhedron is integral). Therefore,LPA,c(b) also solves

IPA,c(b). As mentioned in Section 1.2, ifA is unimodular, each standard pair ofin�(IA)

is of type(1, σ) for any cost vectorc. Furthermore, the set of circuitsCA, the universal

Gröbner basisUA and the Graver basisGrA coincide. Thus, by considering unimod-

ular matrices (or nice subclasses of unimodular matrices), the computational algebraic

duality between Gr¨obner bases and standard pairs may become clear.

Minimum cost flow problems form a well-known subclass of unimodular integer pro-

grams that can be solved in polynomial time. The Conti-Traverso algorithm (Algo-

rithm 2.14,2.15) for minimum cost flow problems is a variant of the cycle-canceling

algorithm. Strongly polynomial time algorithms (for example, [27, 65, 66]) first find a

feasible flow, use selection rules to choose the polynomial size of negative-cost cycles

from the set of negative-cost cycles in the residual network, which may be of expo-

nential size, and augment along the cycles as many as possible. The Conti-Traverso
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algorithm similarly calculates the optimal flow by augmenting flows along the negative-

cost cycles that correspond to the elements of a Gr¨obner basis. Thus, the cardinalities of

reduced Gr¨obner bases may provide some time bounds for this algorithm. On the other

hand, the Hoc¸ten-Thomas algorithm (Algorithm 2.25) for minimum cost flow problems

first calculates the set of standard pairs, and solves linear systems of equations for each

standard pair until a non-negative integer solution is obtained. For network optimiza-

tion problems, the duality between the reduced Gr¨obner basis and the set of standard

pairs corresponds to the relation between circuits and dual feasible co-trees, dually, cut-

sets and primal feasible trees. As such relations have not been clarified in detail, the

computational algebraic duality may be an interesting method for analysis of network

problems.

This chapter deals first with standard pairs of unimodular integer programs. Via du-

ality theory of linear programs, the Hoc¸ten-Thomas algorithm for unimodular integer

programs is shown to be equivalent to calculating the reduced cost of dual problems

for each basis (Theorem 3.17). In addition, the maximum number of standard pairs is

shown to be the normalized volume of the polytope defined by homogenizing the coef-

ficient matrix (Theorem 3.15). This result gives a framework for computing the number

of feasible bases via Gr¨obner bases and volume computations.

Computational algebraic methods for primal and dual minimum cost flow problems on

acyclic tournament graphs are also studied. We characterize Gr¨obner bases and standard

pairs in terms of graphs, and give bounds for the number of dual and primal feasible

bases of the minimum cost flow problems: for the number of dual feasible bases, the

minimum and maximum values are shown to be 1 (Theorem 3.28) and the Catalan num-

ber 1
d

(
2(d−1)

d−1

)
(Theorem 3.30), respectively, while for the number of primal feasible bases

the lower bound is shown to beΩ(2�d/6�) (Theorem 3.37). We use two approaches for

analysis of arithmetic degrees: (1) the relation between reduced Gr¨obner bases and stan-

dard pairs, where the corresponding relation on the minimum cost flow — between a

subset of circuits and dual feasible bases — has not been clarified; and (2) the results

obtained in hypergeometric systems, using some types of differential equations, related

with toric ideals.
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Furthermore, we consider computational algebraic methods for primal and dual trans-

portation problems. For transportation problems on bipartite graphs, the structures of

feasible polyhedra, especially the number of vertices, have been studied for both pri-

mal [1, 11, 48, 58] and dual [4, 5] problems. We give computational algebraic proof for

the following existing results:

• The maximum number of vertices for the feasible region of a transportation prob-

lem onK2,n is (n− [n/2])
(

n
[n/2]

)
[48].

• The maximum number of vertices for the feasible region of a dual transportation

problem onKm,n is
(

m+n−2
m−1

)
[5].

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we briefly review

some basic definitions and related works concerning unimodular integer programs. In

Section 3.3, we discuss standard pairs for unimodular programs and relate the Hoc¸ten-

Thomas algorithm with computing reduced costs. Section 3.4 describes the study of

Gröbner bases and standard pairs in primal minimum cost flow problems on acyclic

tournament graphs. Section 3.5 deals with dual minimum cost flow problems. In Section

3.6 we describe the study about primal and dual transportation problems. Finally, this

chapter is summarized in Section 3.7.

This section describes work performed jointly with Hiroki Nakayama and Hiroshi

Imai [44, 45, 46].

3.2 Unimodular Integer Programs: Definitions and Properties

This section briefly reviews some basic definitions and related works concerning uni-

modular integer programs. We refer to [33, 71, 78] for more details about unimodular

integer programs and their computational algebraic properties.

Definition 3.1 Let A ∈ Z
d×n be a matrix with rankd. A is unimodularif each nonsin-

gular submatrix of orderd has determinant±1.
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Table 3.1: Dual algebraic approaches for primal and dual minimum cost flow problems

Gröbner basis Standard pair

Term on graph Set of circuits Set of spanning trees

Algorithm
Variant of Enumeration of

Primal cycle-canceling dual feasible bases

On acyclic tournament min : d(d− 1)/2 min : 1

graph withd vertices max : ? max : 1
d

(
2(d−1)

d−1

)
Term on graph Set of cutsets Set of co-trees

Algorithm
Variant of Enumeration of

Dual cutset-canceling primal feasible bases

On acyclic tournament min : d− 1
Lower boundΩ(2�d/6�)

graph withd vertices max : ?

Definition 3.2 Let A ∈ Z
d×n be a matrix with rankd. A is totally unimodularif each

square subdeterminant ofA is 0, 1 or −1.

Therefore, a totally unimodular matrix is unimodular.

The best known examples of (totally) unimodular matrices are incidence matrices of

directed graphs.

Proposition 3.3 ([63]) The vertex-arc incidence matrixA of any directed graph is to-

tally unimodular.

The most fundamental property for unimodular integer programs (integer programs

whose coefficient matrices are unimodular) is the integrality for the linear relaxation.

Proposition 3.4 ([80],[63, Theorem 19.2.])LetA be an integral matrix of full row rank.

Then, the polyhedron{x ∈ R
n | Ax = b, x ≥ 0} is integral (i.e., any vertex is integral)

for each integral vectorb if and only ifA is unimodular.
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The polyhedron{x ∈ R
n | Ax = b, x ≥ 0} is the feasible region for the linear relax-

ation ofIPA,�(b). Therefore, the optimal solution for the linear relaxation ofIPA,�(b)

is also the optimal solution toIPA,�(b).

A unimodular matrix also has good algebraic properties. The first concerns the inclu-

sion of the set of circuits, the universal Gr¨obner basis, and the Graver basis in Proposi-

tion 2.20.

Proposition 3.5 ([71, Proposition 8.11.])If A is a unimodular matrix thenCA = UA =

GrA.

Therefore, any reduced Gr¨obner basis for the toric idealIA of a unimodular matrixA

is a subset of the set of circuits ofA.

Proposition 3.6 ([71, Remark 8.10])A matrixA is unimodular if and only if all initial

ideals of the toric idealIA are generated by square-free monomials.

If column vectors ofA span an affine hyperplane, the unimodularity implies good

properties with regard to regular triangulations ofconv(A).

Proposition 3.7 ([71, Corollary 8.9]) A matrixA is unimodular if and only if, for any

generic vectorc, the normalized volume of every maximal face in the regular triangula-

tion ∆� of conv(A) becomes1.

Therefore, in this case, standard pair decompositions for any initial ideal ofIA can be

completely described by regular triangulations.

Proposition 3.8 ([33]) Let{m1, . . . , ms} be the minimal generators ofin�(IA). If

m1, . . . , ms are all square-free, thenS(in�(IA)) = {(1, σ) | σ is a maximal face of∆�}.

As mentioned in Section 1.2, there are additional related subclasses of integer pro-

grams that are involved in the integrality of feasible regions: i.e., the family of programs

with total dual integrality[23] and theGomory family[33].
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Definition 3.9 The system ofyA ≤ c is totally dual integral (TDI)if the linear relax-

ation ofIPA,�(b) has an integral optimal solution for eachb ∈ cone(A) ∩ Z
d.

Therefore, ifA is unimodular, then the systemyA ≤ c is TDI for anyc. The next

proposition shows that the reverse is also true.

Proposition 3.10 ([33])

(i) The systemyA ≤ c is TDI if and only ifin�(IA) is generated by square-free mono-

mials.

(ii) The systemyA ≤ c is TDI for anyc if and only ifA is unimodular.

To define theGomory family[33], we introduce agroup relaxation[28], a classical

relaxation method for integer programs. Forτ ⊆ [n], letAτ be the submatrix ofA whose

column vectors are indexed byτ , cτ the subvector ofc whose elements are indexed by

τ , andτ = [n] \ τ . For a maximal faceσ ∈ ∆�, we define

c̃σ := cσ − cσA−1
σ Aσ,

and, for any faceτ ⊆ σ, let c̃τ be the extension of̃cσ to a vector inR|τ | by adding zeros.

The group relaxation ofIPA,�(b) with respect toτ is the relaxation program in which

the non-negative constraints forxi (i ∈ τ ) is relaxed.

Definition 3.11 Thegroup relaxationof IPA,�(b) with respect to the faceτ of ∆� is the

program

Gτ (b) := minimize {c̃τ · xτ | Aτxτ + Aτxτ = b, xτ ≥ 0, (xτ , xτ ) ∈ Z
n}.

Next we define the Gomory family.

Definition 3.12 The family of integer programsIPA,� is a Gomory familyif, for every

b ∈ {Ax | x ∈ N
n}, IPA,�(b) is solved by a group relaxationGσ(b) whereσ is a

maximalface of∆�.
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The Gomory family is an extension of the total dual integrality in the following sense.

Proposition 3.13 ([33]) If yA ≤ c is TDI, thenIPA,� is a Gomory family.

While TDI-ness guarantees a local integrality in the sense that the linear relaxation

of IPA,�(b) has an integral optimum for every integralb, for an integer program in the

Gomory family, the linear optimum for its linear relaxation may not be integral.

The programGσ(b) whereAσ is the optimal basis of the linear relaxation is precisely

a Gomory’s group relaxation ofIPA,�(b) [28]. Group relaxationsGσ(b) asσ varies over

the maximal faces of∆� are the easiest to solve among all group relaxations ofIPA,�(b),

and the family of such group relaxations are called theGomory relaxationsof IPA,�(b).

3.3 Standard Pairs for Unimodular Integer Programs

Let A ∈ Z
d×n be row-full rank and unimodular. Then, as described in Section 3.2,

in�(IA) is minimally generated by square-free monomials (i.e., each exponent is 0 or 1)

for anyc [71], and all standard pairs are obtained from all maximal faces of∆�.

For a matrixA ∈ Z
d×n, thehomogenized matrixA′ ∈ Z

(d+1)×(n+1) of A is

A′ :=


1 1 · · · 1 1

A

0
...

0

 =


1 1 · · · 1 1

a1 a2 · · · an

0
...

0

 . (3.1)

Let a′
i =

(
1
ai

)
for 1 ≤ i ≤ n anda′

n+1 be the(n+1)-th column vector ofA′. We remark

thata′
1, . . . , a′

n, a
′
n+1 span an affine hyperplane.

We consider another integer program

IPA′,(�,0)(b, β) := minimize
{

c · x
∣∣∣ A′( x

xn+1

)
=
(β

b
)
,
( x

xn+1

)
∈ N

n+1
}

for β ∈ Z, and the familyIPA′,(�,0) of integer programsIPA′,(�,0)(b, β) as
(β

b
)

varies in

{A′u | u ∈ N
n+1}. (c, 0) is generic ifc is generic.

The next proposition is based on the report of Sturmfels et al. [73] regarding general

ideals. We provide here another proof for the case of a toric ideal [41].
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Proposition 3.14 ([73]) (x�, σ) ∈ S(in�(IA)) (x� ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn], σ ⊆ [n]) if and

only if (x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) ∈ S(in(�,0)(IA′)).

Proof: We first show that any monomial in(x�, σ) is standard forin�(IA) if and only if

any monomial in(x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) is standard forin(�,0)(IA′). Suppose that any mono-

mial in (x�, σ) is standard forin�(IA) and choose anyx�xk
n+1 ∈ (x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}).

If there are any other
(v

l

)
∈ N

n+1 such thatA′(v
l

)
= A′(u

k

)
and

(v
l

)
�=
(u

k

)
, then

Au = Av, andc · u < c · v asx� /∈ in�(IA). Therefore,
(u

k

)
is the optimal solution to

IPA′,(�,0)(Au,
∑n

i=1 ui + k). If there is no such
(v

l

)
, then clearly

(u
k

)
is optimal. This

shows that any monomial in(x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) is standard forin(�,0)(IA′).

Conversely, suppose that any monomial in(x�, σ∪{n+1}) is standard forin(�,0)(IA′)

and choose anyx� ∈ (x�, σ). If there exists somev ∈ N
n such thatAv = Au, then

A′(u
p

)
= A′(v

q

)
for any non-negative integerp, q such thatp− q =

∑n
i=1 vi −

∑n
i=1 ui.

As x�xp
n+1 ∈ (x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}), (c, 0) ·

(u
p

)
< (c, 0) ·

(v
q

)
, which implies thatc · u <

c · v. Therefore,u is the optimal solution toIPA,�(Au). If there is no suchv, then

clearlyu is optimal. Thus, any monomial in(x�, σ) is standard forin�(IA).

Next we show that(x�, σ) ∈ S(in�(IA)) if and only if (x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) ∈
S(in(�,0)(IA′)).

(if part) Let (x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) ∈ S(in(�,0)(IA′)). If (x�, σ) ⊂ (x�′
, τ) for any other

(x�′
, τ) which satisfies (i) and (ii) in Definition 2.21 forin�(IA), then

(x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) must be contained in
(
x�′

, τ ∪ {n + 1}
)
, which contradicts the

assumption. Thus,(x�, σ) ∈ S(in�(IA)).

(only if part) If (x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) /∈ S(in(�,0)(IA′)), then(x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) does not

satisfy some condition in Definition 2.21 forin(�,0)(IA′). If (x�, σ ∪ {n + 1})
does not satisfy (i), thensupp(a) ∩ σ �= ∅ and(x�, σ) /∈ S(in�(IA)). If

(x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) does not satisfy (ii), then(x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) contains a non-

standard monomial forin(�,0)(IA′), and the above discussion shows that(x�, σ)

also contains a non-standard monomial forin�(IA), which implies (x�, σ) /∈
S(in�(IA)). If (x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}) does not satisfy only (iii), there exists some
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(
x�′

xk
n+1, τ

′), which contains(x�, σ ∪ {n + 1}), and
(
x�′

xk
n+1, τ

′) satisfies (i)

and (ii). Then,n+1 ∈ τ ′, and thus,k = 0. Therefore,(x�′
, τ ′ \ {n+1}) contains

(x�, σ) and satisfies (i) and (ii) forin�(IA). Thus,(x�, σ) /∈ S(in�(IA)).

�

Example 2.12 (continued.)For thisA, the homogenized matrixA′ is

A′ =


1 1 1 1

1 1 0 0

−1 0 1 0

 .

We considerIA′ ⊂ k[x1,2, x1,3, x2,3, x4]. For c = (3, 1, 2), the standard pairs of

in(3,1,2,0)(IA′) are (1, {(1, 2), (1, 3), 4}) and (1, {(1, 3), (2, 3), 4}). On the other hand,

for c = (1, 4, 2), the standard pairs ofin(1,4,2,0)(IA′) are (1, {(1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3)}) and

(1, {(1, 2), (2, 3), 4}). In this case, the only standard pair(1, {(1, 2), (2, 3), 4}) satisfies

the condition in Proposition 3.14, which corresponds to the standard pair(1, {(1, 2),

(2, 3)}) of in(1,4,2)(IA). �

As a′
1, . . . , a′

n+1 span an affine hyperplane, the normalized volume ofconv(A′) gives

the number of standard pairs ofin(�,k)(IA′), which correspond to the maximal faces

of ∆′
(�,k) by Lemma 2.23 (iii) for anyk ∈ R such that(c, k) becomes homogeneous.

Therefore, using Proposition 3.14, the maximum arithmetic degree ofin�(IA) can be

obtained viaconv(A′).

Theorem 3.15 ([30]) If A is a unimodular matrix, then the maximum arithmetic degree

of in�(IA) equals the normalized volume ofconv(A′).

Proof: For anyc, the set of standard pairs ofin�(IA) is {(1, σ) | σ is a maximal face of

∆�}, and each(1, σ) corresponds to the standard pair(1, σ ∪ {n + 1}) of in(�,0)(IA′).
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Especially,σ ∪ {n + 1} is a maximal face of∆′
(�,0). Therefore,

arith-deg (in�(IA)) = |{(1, σ) ∈ S (in�(IA))}|

=
∣∣{(1, σ ∪ {n + 1}) ∈ S

(
in(�,0)(IA′)

)}∣∣
≤

∣∣{(∗, τ) ∈ S
(
in(�,0)(IA′)

)
| τ : maximal face of∆′

(�,0)

}∣∣
= normalized volume ofconv(A′).

Let IA ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xn] andIA′ ⊂ k[x1, . . . , xn, xn+1]. Then,x� − x�xk
n+1 ∈ IA′

(x�, x� ∈ k[x1, . . . , xn]) if and only if
∑n

i=1(ai − bi) = k andx� − x� ∈ IA. We

consider thatc = (1, 1, . . . , 1) and� is any degree reverse lexicographic term order

such thatxn+1 is the smallest variable. Then, for anyg in the reduced Gr¨obner basis

G for IA′ with respect to�(�,0), in�(�,0)
(g) does not containxn+1 by the definition of

the term order, andin�(�,0)
(g) is square-free as{in�(�,0)

(g) | g ∈ G} minimally gen-

eratesin�′
�
(IA) for some term order�′. Thus, the corresponding triangulation∆′

�(�,0)

is unimodular [71], and each facet of∆′
�(�,0)

corresponds to a standard pair ofin�(IA)

injectively. Then, the arithmetic degree ofin�(IA) is equal to the number of facets of

∆′
�(�,0)

, which is the normalized volume ofconv(A′). �

If column vectors ofA themselves span an affine hyperplane, then the normalized

volume ofconv(A′) is equal to that ofconv(A), and Proposition 3.8 implies that this

number gives the arithmetic degree ofin�(IA) for any cost vectorc.

Let B ⊂ [n] be a basis ofLPA,�(b), i.e., |B| = d andAB := {ai | i ∈ B} is a

non-singular matrix, andAN := {aj | j /∈ B}. We consider the dictionary ofLPA,�(b)

for a basisB:

PB,��(b̃) := maximize {(−c̃N) · xN |MxN + IdxB = b̃B, xB, xN ≥ 0},

and its dual problem

DB,��(c̃) := minimize {b̃B · yB | In−dyN −MTyB = c̃N , yB, yN ≥ 0},

whereM := A−1
B AN ∈ Z

d×(n−d), b̃ := (b̃B, b̃N) = ((AB)−1b, 0), Id (resp. In−d) is

d × d (resp.(n − d) × (n − d)) identity matrices, and̃c := (c̃B, c̃N) = (0, c̃N), c̃N is

thereduced costof LPA,�(b) for B.
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Definition 3.16 Let B be a basis ofLPA,�(b), cB := (ci)i∈B andcN := (ci)i/∈B. The

reduced cost̃c = (c̃B, c̃N) of LPA,�(b) for B is defined as

c̃N := cN − AT
N(A−1

B )TcB.

As PB,��(b̃) is equivalent toPA,�(b), in�(IA) = in
��(I(M I)). For any standard pair

(1, σ) of in�(IA), σ := {1, . . . , n} \ σ forms a basis of the dual problemDB,��(c̃).

Theorem 3.17 When we apply Algorithm 2.25 toPB,��(b̃), the solution of the linear

system inStep. 2for a standard pair(1, σ) is the reduced cost ofDB,��(c̃) for the basis

σ.

Proof: Letσ1 := ([n]\B)∩σ, σ2 := B∩σ, σ1 := ([n]\B)∩σ, σ2 := B∩σ (Figure 3.1).

We remark that all elements iñbσ1 andb̃σ1 are zero.

σ 1
Mσ 1Mσ 2

Iσ 2ItransformA
+ sort

I Md

σin σin

σ 1σ 2 σ 1σ 2[n] sort

B [n] \ B

Figure 3.1: Definition ofσ1 andσ2.

Then the reduced cost ofD
B,

�b
(c̃) for σ is b̃

′
σ = b̃σ − NT

1 (B−1
1 )Tb̃σ, whereB1 =

(Iσ1 (−MT)σ2) ∈ Z
(n−d)×(n−d) andN1 = (Iσ1 (−MT)σ2) ∈ Z

(n−d)×d.

We show that̃b
′
σ is a solution of the linear system inStep. 2of Algorithm 2.25 for

(1, σ), i.e., (Mσ1 Iσ2)b̃
′
σ = b̃B. BecauseM = MI = Mσ1(Iσ1)

T + Mσ1(Iσ1)
T and

−M = I(−M) = Iσ2((−MT)σ2)
T + Iσ2((−MT)σ2)

T,

(Mσ1 Iσ2)N
T
1 (B−1

1 )T = (Mσ1(Iσ1)
T + Iσ2((−MT)σ2)

T)(B−1
1 )T

=
{
(M −Mσ1(Iσ1)

T) + (−M − Iσ2((−MT)σ2)
T)
}

(B−1
1 )T

= −(Mσ1 Iσ2)(Iσ1 (−MT)σ2)
T(B−1

1 )T

= −(Mσ1 Iσ2)B
T
1 (B−1

1 )T

= −(Mσ1 Iσ2).
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Therefore,(Mσ1 Iσ2)b̃
′
σ = (Mσ1 Iσ2)b̃σ − (Mσ1 Iσ2)N

T
1 (B−1

1 )Tb̃σ = (Mσ1 Iσ2)b̃σ +

(Mσ1 Iσ2)b̃σ = Iσ2 b̃σ2 + Iσ2 b̃σ2 = b̃B. �

Example 2.12 (continued.)Letc = (3, 1, 2) andb = (4, 5). Then the primal and dual

problem which corresponds to the basis{(1, 2), (2, 3)} are the following.

max 4x1,3 min 4y1,2 + 9y2,3

s.t.

 1 1 0

1 0 1




x1,3

x1,2

x2,3

 =

 4

9

 s.t.
(

1 −1 −1
)

y1,3

y1,2

y2,3

 = −4

x1,2, x1,3, x2,3 ≥ 0 y1,2, y1,3, y2,3 ≥ 0

For the standard pair(1, {(1, 2), (1, 3)}), σ1 = {(1, 3)}, σ2 = {(1, 2)}, σ1 = ∅, σ2 =

{(2, 3)}, and the reduced cost of the dual problem for the basis{(2, 3)} is b̃1,3

b̃1,2

 =

 0

4

−
 1

−1

 (−1) · 9 =

 −5

9

 .

In Algorithm 2.25, for the above standard pair we solve 1 1

1 0

 x1,3

x1,2

 =

 4

9



in Step. 2, whose solution is

 x1,3

x1,2

 =

 −5

9

. �

3.4 Analyses of Primal Minimum Cost Flow Problems

This section deals with the study of the Gr¨obner bases and standard pairs in primal

minimum cost flow problems on acyclic tournament graphs.

The study described in Section 3.4.1 is from [38] and [40].

3.4.1 Gröbner Bases and Their Size

Let Gd be the acyclic tournament graph with vertices1, 2, . . . , d andn =
(

d
2

)
arcs,

where each arc(i, j) (i < j) is directed fromi to j. We consider the following minimum
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cost flow problemPA,�(b):

PA,�(b) := minimize {cTx | Ax = b, x ≥ 0},

whereA ∈ Z
d×n is the vertex-arc incidence matrix ofGd.

A walk in Gd is a sequence(v1, v2, . . . , vp) of vertices such that(vi, vi+1) or (vi+1, vi)

is an arc ofGd for each1 ≤ i < p. A cycleis a walk(v1, v2, . . . , vp, v1). A circuit is a

cycle(v1, v2, . . . , vp, v1) such thatvi �= vj for anyi �= j.

Definition 3.18 Let C be a circuit inGd and fix a direction ofC. If C passes an arc

(i, j) u+
ij times in the forward direction andu−

ij times in the backward direction, then

we defineu+
C = (u+

ij)1≤i<j≤d, u
−
C = (u−

ij)1≤i<j≤d ∈ R
n. The vectoruC := u+

C − u−
C

is called theincidence vectorof C. We identify a cycleC of Gd with the binomial

fC := x�+
C − x�−

C ∈ IA.

Let CA = {fC | C is a circuit ofGd}. As described in Section 3.2,A is totally uni-

modular. Therefore, the following proposition holds.

Proposition 3.19 ([71]) CA = UA = GrA. In particular, any reduced Gr̈obner basis of

IA is square-free, and the number of elements inUA is of exponential order with respect

to d.

Next, we demonstrate the existence of the reduced Gr¨obner basis forIA for anyc ∈
R

n \ {0}.

Proposition 3.20 IA is not homogeneous for the gradingdeg(xi,j) = 1, but is homoge-

neous for the gradingdeg(xi,j) = j − i.

Proof: For anyd, x1,2x2,3 − x1,3 ∈ IA andx1,2x2,3 /∈ IA. This implies thatIA is not

homogeneous for the gradingdeg(xi,j) = 1.

Let v1, v2, . . . , vp, v1 be a circuit inGd, C+ := {k | vk < vk+1} andC− := {k | vk >

vk+1} (we setvp+1 := v1). The binomialfC corresponding toC isfC =
∏

k∈C+ xvkvk+1
−
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∏
k∈C− xvk+1vk

. Then,fC is homogeneous for the gradingdeg(xi,j) = j − i because

deg

( ∏
k∈C+

xvkvk+1

)
− deg

( ∏
k∈C−

xvk+1vk

)
=

∑
k∈C+

(vk+1 − vk)−
∑

k∈C−
(vk − vk+1)

=

p∑
k=1

(vk+1 − vk) = 0.

�

Thus, the reduced Gr¨obner basis exists for anyc ∈ R
n \ {0} by Proposition 2.13.

Now we give two specific reduced Gr¨obner bases in terms of graphs. As a corollary,

we can show that there exist term orders for which reduced Gr¨obner bases remain in

polynomial order. For other applications of the Gr¨obner bases found in this section, see

[39].

Proposition 3.21 Let� be the purely lexicographic order induced by the variable or-

dering such thatxi,j � xk,l if and only ifi < k or (i = k andj < l). Then, the reduced

Gröbner basis forIA with respect to� is {gijk := xi,jxj,k−xi,k | i < j < k}∪{gijkl :=

xi,kxj,l−xi,lxj,k | i < j < k < l}. In particular, the number of elements in this Gröbner

basis is equal to
(

d
3

)
+
(

d
4

)
.

The set{gijk | i < j < k} corresponds to all of the circuits of length three, and

{gijkl | i < j < k < l} corresponds to some circuits of length four uniquely determined

for each of the four verticesi, j, k, l (Figure 3.2).

i

j k

i

k j

l

Figure 3.2: Circuit corresponding togijk (left) and circuit corresponding togijkl (right).

Proof: By Proposition 3.19, it suffices to show that any binomial that corresponds to

a circuit in Gd is gijk, gijkl or whose initial term is divisible by somein�(gijk) or

in�(gijkl).
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Any binomial corresponding to a circuit of length3 is contained in{gijk}.
The circuits defined by four verticesi < j < k < l areC1 := (i, j, k, l, i), C2 :=

(i, j, l, k, i), C3 := (i, k, j, l, i) and their opposites. The binomial that corresponds to

C1 or its opposite is±(xi,jxj,kxk,l − xi,l), whose initial termxi,jxj,kxk,l is divisible by

in�(gijk). Similarly, the initial term of the binomial corresponding toC2 or its opposite

is divisible byin�(gijl). The binomial that corresponds toC3 or its opposite isgijkl.

Let C be a circuit of length more than five. Letv1 be the vertex whose label is min-

imum in C, andC := (v1, v2, . . . , vp, v1). Without loss of generality, we setv2 < vp.

Let fC be the binomial corresponding toC, thenin�(fC) is the product of all variables

whose associated arcs have the same direction as(v1, v2) onC. If v2 < v3, then(v1, v2)

and(v2, v3) have the same direction onC. Thus, bothxv1,v2 andxv2,v3 appear inin�(fC),

andin�(fC) is divisible byin�(gv1v2v3). If v2 > v3, then asv3 < v2 < vp, there exists

somek (3 ≤ k ≤ p− 1) such thatv1 < vk < v2 < vk+1. Then, bothxv1,v2 andxvk ,vk+1

appear inin�(fC), andin�(fC) is divisible byin�(gv1vkv2vk+1
). �

Theorem 3.22 Let� be any term order andc = (c1,2, . . . , c1,d, c2,3, . . . , cd−1,d) ∈ R
n

satisfyci,j +cj,k > ci,k for anyi < j < k andci,k+cj,l > ci,l+cj,k for anyi < j < k < l.

Then, the reduced Gröbner basis forIA with respect to�� is the same as the basis in

Proposition 3.21.

Proposition 3.23 Let� be the purely lexicographic order induced by the variable or-

dering such thatxi,j � xk,l if and only ifi < k or (i = k andj > l). Then, the reduced

Gröbner basis forIA with respect to� is {gij := xi,j − xi,i+1xi+1,i+2 · · ·xj−1,j | i <

j−1}. In particular, the number of elements in this Gröbner basis is equal to
(

d
2

)
−(d−1).

The set{gij | i < j − 1} corresponds to all of the fundamental circuits ofGd for the

spanning treeT := {(i, i + 1) | 1 ≤ i < d}.

Proof: Let C be a circuit that is not a fundamental circuit ofT . Let v1 be the vertex

whose label is minimum inC, andC := (v1, v2, . . . , vp, v1). Without loss of generality,
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we setv2 < vp. Then, the variablexv1,vp appears in the initial term of the associated

binomialfC . Thus,in�(fC) is divisible byin�(gv1vp). �

Theorem 3.24 Let� be any term order andc = (c1,2, . . . , c1,d, c2,3, . . . , cd−1,d) ∈ R
n

satisfyci,j > ci,i+1 + ci+1,i+2 + · · ·+ cj−1,j for anyi < j−1. Then, the reduced Gröbner

basis forIA with respect to�� is the same as the basis in Proposition 3.23.

Proof: Let �′ be the term order defined in Proposition 3.23. Thenin��(gij) = xi,j =

in�′(gij) asci,j > ci,i+1 + ci+1,i+2 + · · · + cj−1,j. Thus,in��(IA) = in�′(IA), which

implies that the reduced Gr¨obner bases forIA with respect to�� and�′ are the same.�

Generally, the degree of any reduced Gr¨obner basis for a toric ideal is of exponential

order with respect to the number of rows in the matrix [69], but the cardinality is not

well understood. For the case of the toric ideals of acyclic tournament graphs, as these

vertex-arc incidence matrices are unimodular, the cardinalities of the reduced Gr¨obner

bases may be bounded.

Proposition 3.25 The minimum cardinality of the reduced Gröbner bases forIA is
(

d
2

)
−

(d− 1). The basis shown in Proposition 3.23 achieves this cardinality.

Proof: As the reduced Gr¨obner basis forms a basis forIA, the cardinality of the reduced

Gröbner basis is greater than that of the basis forIA. As IA corresponds to the cycle

space ofGd, the cardinality of the basis forIA is equal to the dimension of the cycle

space, which is
(

d
2

)
− (d− 1). �

To analyze the upper bounds for the cardinalities of the reduced Gr¨obner bases, we

calculate all reduced Gr¨obner bases for smalld using TiGERS [35]. Table 3.2 is the

result ford = 4, 5, 6, 7.

For the case ofd = 7, the number of reduced Gr¨obner bases and the maximum of the

cardinality are both too large, so we cannot determine the correct values. Ford ≤ 5,

the reduced Gr¨obner basis in Proposition 3.21 achieves maximum cardinality, but for

d ≥ 6 the maximum cardinality is slightly larger than the cardinality of the Gr¨obner
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Table 3.2: Number of reduced Gr¨obner bases, maximum and minimum of cardinality.

d # GB max cardinality min cardinality

4 10 5 3

5 211 15 6

6 48312 37 10

7 ≥ 37665 ≥ 75 15

basis in Proposition 3.21. Ford = 6, some Gr¨obner bases of size 36 are the bases with

respect to purely lexicographic orders, but all Gr¨obner bases of size 37 are not with

respect to purely lexicographic orders. Thus the reduced Gr¨obner bases which achieve

the maximum number of elements seem to be complicated and difficult to characterize.

We show an example of a reduced Gr¨obner basis ford = 6 with respect to a purely

lexicographic order whose number of elements is 36.

Example 3.26 ([56]) Let d = 6. The reduced Gr̈obner basis with respect to the purely

lexicographic order induced by the variable ordering

x12 � x13 � x23 � x45 � x46 � x56 � x14 � x25

� x36 � x15 � x16 � x24 � x26 � x34 � x35

has 36 binomials as the following:

{x12x23 − x13, x12x24 − x14, x12x25 − x15, x12x26 − x16, x13x24 − x14x23,

x13x25 − x15x23, x13x26 − x16x23, x13x34 − x14, x13x35 − x15, x13x36 − x16,

x14x25 − x15x24, x14x26 − x16x24, x14x35 − x15x34, x14x36 − x16x34,

x14x45 − x15, x14x46 − x16, x15x36 − x16x35, x15x56 − x16, x16x25 − x15x26,

x16x45 − x15x46, x23x34 − x24, x23x35 − x25, x23x36 − x26, x24x36 − x26x34,

x24x45 − x25, x24x46 − x26, x25x34 − x24x35, x25x36 − x26x35, x25x56 − x26,

x26x45 − x25x46, x34x45 − x35, x34x46 − x36, x35x56 − x36, x36x45 − x35x46,

x45x56 − x46, x15x26x34 − x16x24x35}
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3.4.2 Standard Pair Decompositions and Their Size

As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, we assume thatc is generic. As one constraint of

PA,�(b) is redundant, we can consider the problemPA,�(b), which is obtained from

PA,�(b) by deleting the last constraint. Thenin�(IA) = in�(IA), andA is row-full rank.

In addition, the regular triangulation ofcone(A) and that ofcone(A) by c are the same

as a simplicial complex. Thus, Let∆� denote both triangulations.

As any initial idealin�(IA) is generated by square-free monomials (Proposition 3.19),

the set of standard pairsS(in�(IA)) are(1, σ) whereσ ranges among all maximal faces

of ∆�.

The arcs in the optimum flow of uncapacitated minimum cost flow problems form a

forest [2]. Therefore, as the dimension ofcone(A) equalsd − 1, the next proposition is

implied by Lemma 2.23, Proposition 3.8 and Proposition 3.19.

Proposition 3.27 (x�, σ) is a standard pair ofin�(IA) if and only ifx� = 1 andσ is a

spanning tree ofGd such thatxσ /∈ in�(IA).

The results shown in Section 3.3 indicate that there is a one-to-one correspondence

between the standard pairs(1, ∗) of in�(IA) and the dual feasible bases ofPA,�(b).

Therefore, the Hoc¸ten-Thomas algorithm for the minimum cost flow problemPA,�(b)

is a variant of the enumeration of dual feasible bases.

The Gröbner bases shown in the previous section give upper and lower bounds for the

arithmetic degree (i.e., bounds for the number of vertices of the dual polyhedron). The

genericity ofc implies that the arithmetic degree ofin�(IA) is equal to or greater than 1.

Theorem 3.28 The minimum arithmetic degree ofin�(IA) in whichc varies all generic

cost vectors equals1.

Proof: For a cost vectorc as in Theorem 3.24,in�(IA) = 〈xi,j | j − i > 1〉. Then

x� /∈ in�(IA) if and only if ai,j = 0 for any (i, j) such thatj − i > 1. The set of all

such monomials is equal to(1, {(1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (d − 1, d)}). Thus, only this pair is a

standard pair ofin�(IA). �
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To show the upper bound, we use the next result based on the study of hypergeometric

systems on unipotent matrices reported by Gelfand et al. [26].

Lemma 3.29 ([26]) Let A′ be the homogenized matrix(3.1) for the incidence matrix

A of the acyclic tournament graph withd vertices, andconv(A′) be the convex hull of

a′
1, . . . , a′

n+1. Then, the normalized volume ofconv(A′) equals the(d − 1)-th Catalan

numberCd−1.

Therefore, by Theorem 3.15, we obtain the upper bound for the arithmetic degree.

Theorem 3.30 The maximum arithmetic degree ofin�(IA) in whichc varies all generic

cost vectors equalsCd−1 := 1
d

(
2(d−1)

d−1

)
, which is the(d− 1)-th Catalan number.

The Catalan number equals4n√
πn3/2

(
1 + O

(
1
n

))
(e.g., see [15]).

We show an example of a cost vector which achieve the maximum arithmetic degree

in Theorem 3.30.

Theorem 3.31 For the cost vector as in Theorem 3.22, the arithmetic degree ofin�(IA)

is the(d− 1)-th Catalan number.

Proof: Because of Theorem 3.22,(1, σ) is a standard pair ofin�(IA) if and only if σ is a

spanning tree of the acyclic tournament graph that satisfies the following two conditions:

(a) there are no1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ d such that both(i, j) and(j, k) are arcs inσ, and

(b) there are no1 ≤ i < j < k < l ≤ d such that both(i, k) and(j, l) are arcs inσ.

The number of such spanning trees is the(d− 1)-th Catalan number (e.g., see [67]).�

3.5 Analyses of Dual Minimum Cost Flow Problems

In this section, we describe the study of Gr¨obner bases and standard pairs for dual

minimum cost flow problems on acyclic tournament graphs.

This section is from [44, 45, 46] and is an expansion of [52].
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3.5.1 Gröbner Bases and Their Size

As in Section 3.3, we study the problem that is equivalent toPA,�(b):

PB,��(b̃) := maximize {(−c̃N) · xN |MxN + IdxB = b̃B, xB, xN ≥ 0},

which corresponds to the basisB := {(1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (d−1, d)}, and its dual problem

DB,��(c̃) := minimize {b̃B · yB | In−dyN −MTyB = c̃N , yB, yN ≥ 0},

where(M I) (resp.(I −MT)) is the fundamental cutset (resp. fundamental circuit) ma-

trix that corresponds to the spanning tree{(1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (d−1, d)}, b̃ = (b̃B, b̃N) =

(̃bij)1≤i<j≤d, b̃B = (̃bi,i+1)1≤i<d, b̃N = (̃bi,j)i<j−1 = 0, and

x = (xB, xN), xB = (x1,2, x2,3, . . . , xd−1,d), xN = (x1,3 . . . , x1,d, x2,4, . . . , xd−2,d),

y = (yB, yN), yB = (y1,2, y2,3, . . . , yd−1,d), yN = (y1,3 . . . , y1,d, y2,4, . . . , yd−2,d).

Then,PB,��(b̃) hasd − 1 constraints (i.e.,(M I) ∈ Z
(d−1)×n), DB,��(c̃) hasn − d + 1

constraints (i.e.,(I −MT) ∈ Z
(n−d+1)×n).

Let Gd = (V, E). D ⊆ E is acutsetin Gd if there exists a partition(V1, V2) of V (i.e.,

V1 ∩ V2 = ∅, V1 ∪ V2 = V ) such thatD = {(i, j) ∈ E | i ∈ V1 andj ∈ V2, or i ∈
V2 andj ∈ V1}.

Definition 3.32 Let D be a cutset inGd, which corresponds toV = (V +, V −). We

define the vectoruD ∈ R
n as

(uD)ij :=


1 (i ∈ V + andj ∈ V −)

−1 (i ∈ V − andj ∈ V +)

0 (otherwise)

.

The vectoruD is called theincidence vectorof D.

We identify a cutsetD that corresponds to(V +, V −) with the binomialfD := x�+
D −

x�−
D . As the rank of the fundamental circuit matrix(I −MT) is n − d + 1 and each

row vector of the fundamental cutset matrix(M I) is in ker((I −MT)), the set of row

vectors of the fundamental cutset matrix(M I) forms a basis ofker(I −MT).
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For the fundamental circuit matrix(I −MT), the set of circuitsC(I −MT) corresponds

to the set of all cutsets ofGd. As the fundamental circuit matrix(I −MT) is totally

unimodular (e.g,. see [74]),C(I −MT) = U(I −MT).

Proposition 3.33 For a cost vector̃b such that the linear system(M I)x = b̃B has a

non-negative solution,I(I −MT) has a reduced Gr̈obner basis with respect tõb.

Proof: Leta ≥ 0be a solution of(M I)x = b̃B. Letri denote thei-th row of(M I), i.e.,

the row that corresponds to the fundamental cutset for the arc(i, i + 1). For each cutset

D corresponding to(V +, V \V +) (V + ⊆ {1, . . . , d−1}), asuD =
∑

i∈V +, i+1/∈V + ri−∑
i/∈V +, i+1∈V + ri,

a · uD =
∑

i∈V +, i+1/∈V +

a · ri −
∑

i/∈V +, i+1∈V +

a · ri

=
∑

i∈V +, i+1/∈V +

b̃i,i+1 −
∑

i/∈V +, i+1∈V +

b̃i,i+1

= b̃ · uD.

Thus, in�(fD) = in
��
(fD) for any cutsetD, andin�(I(I −MT)) = in

��
(I(I −MT)). As

a ≥ 0, I(I −MT) has a reduced Gr¨obner basis with respect tõb. �

Example 2.12 (continued.)Let c = (3, 1, 2) andb = (4, 5,−9) and consider the pri-

mal and dual problem which corresponds to the spanning tree{(1, 2), (2, 3)}:

max 4x1,3 min 4y1,2 + 9y2,3

s.t.

 1 1 0

1 0 1




x1,3

x1,2

x2,3

 =

 4

9

 s.t.
(

1 −1 −1
)

y1,3

y1,2

y2,3

 = −4

x1,2, x1,3, x2,3 ≥ 0 y1,2, y1,3, y2,3 ≥ 0

ThenI(1,−1,−1) = 〈x1,2 − x2,3, x1,2x1,3 − 1, x1,3x2,3 − 1〉 and reduced Gr̈obner basis

for b̃ = (4, 0, 9) is {x2,3 − x1,2, x1,2x1,3 − 1}. �

As for primal problems, the elements in a reduced Gr¨obner basis to some specific term

order can be given in terms of graphs.
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Theorem 3.34 Let b̃ be the cost vector that satisfies the condition in Proposition 3.33,

b̃i,i+1 > b̃j,j+1 (1 ≤ ∀i < ∀j ≤ d) and b̃i,j = 0 (∀i, j such thatj > i + 1). Then, the

reduced Gr̈obner basis forI(I −MT) with respect tõb is{
gi :=

∏
j<i

xj,i −
∏
k>i

xi,k | i = 2, 3, . . . , d

}
.

In particular, the number of elements in this Gröbner basis is equal tod− 1.

Eachgi is an incidence vector of the cutset that corresponds to(V \ {i}, {i}).

Proof: For a cutsetD, which corresponds to(V +, V −) such that1 ∈ V +, we define

P+ := {i ∈ V + | i �= d, i + 1 ∈ V −} andP− := {i ∈ V − | i �= d, i + 1 ∈ V +}. Let

P+ = {i1, . . . , ip} (i1 < i2 < · · · < ip) andP− = {j1, . . . , jq} (j1 < j2 < · · · < jq).

Then,p = q or p = q + 1, andi1 < j1 < i2 < j2 < · · · < ik < jk < ik+1 < jk+1 < · · · .
As b̃ · u+

D =
∑p

r=1 b̃ir ,ir+1 >
∑q

r=1 b̃jr ,jr+1 = b̃ · u−
D, in

��
(fD) = x�+

D . As in
��
(gi1+1) =∏

j≤i1
xj,i1+1, in

��
(fD) can be reduced byin

��
(gi1+1). �

Proposition 3.35 The minimum cardinality of the reduced Gröbner bases forI(I −MT) is

d−1. The basis we have shown in Theorem 3.34 is the example achieving this cardinality.

Proof: As the reduced Gr¨obner basis forms a basis forI(I −MT), the cardinality of the

reduced Gr¨obner basis is greater than that of the basis forI(I −MT), which isd− 1. �

To analyze the upper bounds for the cardinalities of the reduced Gr¨obner bases, we

calculate all reduced Gr¨obner bases for smalld using TiGERS [35]. Table 3.3 is the

result ford = 4, 5, 6, 7.

The reduced Gr¨obner bases that achieve maximum cardinality are complicated and

difficult to characterize, and we could not determine what cost vectors produce the

Gröbner bases of maximum cardinality.

3.5.2 Standard Pair Decompositions and Their Size

Similar to Section 3.4.2, we assume here thatb̃ is generic. As any initial ideal

in
��
(I(I −MT)) is generated by square-free monomials, any standard pair inS(in

��
(I(I −MT)))
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Table 3.3: Number of reduced Gr¨obner bases of dual problems, maximum and minimum

of cardinality.

d # GB max cardinality min cardinality

4 7 5 3

5 48 10 4

6 820 20 5

7 44288 39 6

is of the form(1, ∗). Moreover, as the support of each optimal solution ofD(I −MT),��(b̃)

does not include a cutset, taken together with the fact thatdim cone((I − MT)) =

n− d + 1, the following proposition is implied by Lemma 2.23 and Proposition 3.8.

Proposition 3.36 (x�, σ) is a standard pair ofin
��
(I(I −MT)) if and only ifx� = 1 and

σ is a co-tree ofGd such thatxσ /∈ in
��
(I(I −MT)).

Example 2.12 (continued.)For c = (3, 1, 2) andb = (4, 5,−9), the initial ideal

in(4,0,9)(I(1|−1,−1)) = 〈x2,3, x1,2x1,3〉 has two standard pairs(1, {(1, 2)}) and

(1, {(1, 3)}). �

Theorem 3.37 For any b̃ that satisfies the condition in Proposition 3.33, there exists

S ⊂ {1, . . . , d − 1} with |S| ≥ �(d − 1)/6� such that, for anyσ ⊆ S, there exists a

spanning treeTσ of Gd that satisfies the following:

(A) Tσ contains the arc set{(i, i + 1) | i ∈ S \ σ} and does not contain any arc in

{(j, j + 1) | j ∈ σ}, and

(B) (1, Tσ) is a standard pair ofin
��
(I(I −MT)), whereTσ := E \ Tσ is a co-tree ofTσ.

In particular, asTσ �= Tτ for anyσ, τ ⊆ S (σ �= τ), in
��
(I(I −MT)) has at leastΩ(2�d/6�)

standard pairs for any genericb that satisfies the condition in Proposition 3.33.
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(i, i+1) is not inσ

σ(i, i+1) is in

n−1
n

3

1

2

Figure 3.3: The condition (A) of the definition ofTσ.

For a subsetS of arcs inGd, we setxS :=
∏

(i,j)∈S xi,j.

Proof: We divide{1, . . . , d− 1} into the following subsets.

M0 := {i ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1} | xi,i+1 ∈ in
��
(I(I −MT))}

M1 := {i ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1} | i /∈M0, i ≡ 0 (mod 3)}
M2 := {i ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1} | i /∈M0, i ≡ 1 (mod 3)}
M3 := {i ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1} | i /∈M0, i ≡ 2 (mod 3)}

Lemma 3.38 |M0| ≤ �(d− 1)/2�.

Proof of Lemma 3.38:We consider a cutsetD which corresponds to(V +, V −) such

thatfD containsxi,j as a term of degree1. Without loss of generality, we seti ∈ V +.

Assuming thatj− i > 1, for anyk (i < k < j), if k ∈ V + thenfD containsxk,j andxi,j

in the same term, otherwisefD containsxi,k andxi,j in the same term, which contradicts

that xi,j is a term offD of degree 1. Thus,j = i + 1. In addition,k ∈ V − for any

k < i andk ∈ V + for any k > i + 1. Therefore,V + = {i, i + 2, i + 3, . . . , d} and

V − = {1, . . . , i− 1, i + 1}.
We consider thatin

��
(f) = xi,i+1 for somef ∈ I(I −MT). If xi−1,i ∈ in

��
(I(I −MT)),

thenf can be reduced by the binomial corresponding to the cutset between{i − 1 , i +
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1, . . . , d} and{1, . . . , i− 2, i} to

f ′ := xi,i+1 −
{( ∏

k≤i−2

xk,i

)( ∏
k≥i+2

xi+1,k

)
 ∏

k≤i−1,
l≥i+2

xk,l

( ∏
k≤i−2

xk,i−1

)( ∏
k≥i+1

xi,k

) ∏
k≤i−2,
l≥i+1

xk,l


 ,

and its initial term isxi,i+1. As both terms of this binomial containxi,i+1, this implies that

in
��
(f ′/xi,i+1) = 1. As b̃ defines a term order by Proposition 3.33, this is a contradiction.

Similarly, xi+1,i+2 /∈ in
��
(I(I −MT)). Thus,|M0| ≤ �(d− 1)/2�. �

Thus, at least one ofM1, M2, M3 has at least�(d − 1)/6� elements. LetS be one

suchMi (i = 1, 2, 3). For anyσ := {i1 > i2 > · · · > ir} ⊆ S, we construct the desired

spanning treesT∅, T{i1}, T{i1,i2}, . . . , Tσ inductively.

· Initial step:

LetT∅ := {(1, 2), (2, 3), . . . , (d−1, d)}. Clearly,T∅ is a spanning tree. As the reduced

Gröbner basis corresponds to a subset of cutsets, the initial term of any element of the

reduced Gr¨obner basis contains a variablexi,i+1 for somei. Thus,xT∅ /∈ in
��
(I(I −MT)).

· Induction step:

Let Tσ\{ir} be the desired spanning tree forσ \ {ir}. We define two edge sets

T 1 :=
{
Tσ\{ir} \ {(ir, ir + 1)}

}
∪ {(ir, ir + 2)} ,

T 2 := {T 1 \ {(ir + 1, ir + 2)}} ∪ {(ir − 1, ir + 1)} .

Then, bothT 1 andT 2 are spanning trees and satisfy the condition (A). We show here

that eitherT 1 or T 2 satisfies the condition (B).

(a) The case whereT 1 satisfies the condition (B).

Then,T 1 is the desired spanning treeTσ.

(b) The case whereT 1 does not satisfy the condition (B).

In this case,xT 1 ∈ in
��
(I(I −MT)). Let G be the reduced Gr¨obner basis forI(I −MT)

with respect tõb. Then,xT 1 can be reduced by some binomialg ∈ G, and suchg is of

the following form (See Figure 3.5).
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ri +1

ri +2
ri −1
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ri +1
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ri −1
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ri +1

ri +2
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2T

1 n−1
n

2

1 n−1
n

2

σcurrent T

1 n−1
n

2

Figure 3.4: Two treesT 1 (middle) andT 2 (right) for the current spanning tree (left).

(i) g
(1)
(p), which corresponds to the cutset for(V +, V −), V + = {p, p + 1, . . . , ir, ir +

2, ir +3, . . . , d} andV − = {1, 2, . . . , p−1, ir +1} for somep ≤ ir, and its initial

term is a product of variables corresponding to arcs fromV + to V −, or

(ii) (The case ofr > 1) g
(2)
(p,t), which corresponds to the cutset for(V +, V −), V − =

{1, 2, . . . , p−1, ir +1, iq(1) +1, . . . , iq(t) +1} andV + = V \V − for 1 ≤ ∃q(t) <

· · · < ∃q(1) < r such that(iq(k) + 1, iq(k) + 2) ∈ Tσ\{ir} for k = 1, . . . , t and

1 ≤ ∃p ≤ ir, and its initial term is a product of variables corresponding to arcs

from V + to V −.

(i) (ii)

:
:

:
: :

:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

−
V

−
VV

+
V

+

11
2

p−1

p

d
d

p−1

q(t)

i  +2r

i  +3r
i  +1r

p

s

q(1)

q(1)

q(2)
q(2)

q(1)

i  +2

ir

i  +1r

i     +1

i     +1

i    +1

i  

i     +2

i  

i r

Figure 3.5: Cutsets corresponding to binomialsg
(1)
(p) (left) andg

(2)
(p,t) (right).
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Lemma 3.39 g
(1)
(p) ∈ G for somep andxT 1

can be reduced byg(1)
(1), i.e., the initial term

of g(1)
(1) corresponds to the set of arcs{(k, ir + 1) : k ≤ ir}.

Proof of Lemma 3.39:The case ofr = 1 is trivial.

We suppose thatr > 1 andxT 1 cannot be reduced by anyg(1)
(p). Then,xT 1 can be

reduced by someg(2)
(p,t), which is an element ofG, andxT 1 can also be reduced byg(2)

(1,t)

(otherwise,g(2)
(p,t) is reduced byg(2)

(1,t) andg
(2)
(p,t) cannot be an element ofG).

Suppose thatxT 1 can be reduced byg(2)
(1,t) with t = 1. Let m1 be the monomial

obtained by reducingxT 1 by g
(2)
(1,t). Thenm1 can be reduced to the monomialm2 by g

(1)
(1)

(the initial term ofg(1)
(1) is a product of variables corresponding to arcs fromV − to V + by

assumption).

Table 3.4: Divided and multiplied variables while reducing byg
(2)
(1,1) andg

(1)
(1).

reduce byg(2)
(1,1) reduce byg(1)

(1)

divided variables multiplied variables divided variables multiplied variables

{xk,ir+1 : k ≤ ir}, {xir+1,l : l ≥ ir + 2, {xir+1,l : {xk,ir+1 : k ≤ ir}
{xk,iq(1)+1 : l �= iq(1) + 1}, l ≥ ir + 2}

k ≤ iq(1), {xiq(1)+1,l :

k �= ir + 1} l ≥ iq(1) + 2}

For a binomialfD ∈ I(I −MT), which corresponds to the cutsetD for (V +
D , V −

D ) such

that V −
D = {iq(1) + 1} andV +

D = V \ V −
D , in

��
(fD) corresponds to arcs fromV −

D to

V +
D (otherwise,xTσ\{ir} can be reduced byfD, which contradicts the assumption of the

induction). Then,m2 can be reduced byfD, and the resulting monomial isxT 1 (see

Table 3), which contradicts the definition of term order byb̃.

Similarly, in the case that in whichxT 1
can be reduced byg(2)

(1,t) for somet > 1,

usingfD ∈ I(I −MT), which corresponds to the cutsetD for (V +
D , V −

D ) such thatV −
D =

{iq(1) + 1, iq(2) + 1, . . . , iq(t) + 1}, andV +
D = V \ V −

D , we can show a contradiction.

Thus, there exists somep such thatg(1)
(p) ∈ G.
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If xT 1 cannot be reduced byg(1)
(1), i.e., the initial term ofg(1)

(1) corresponds to the set of

arcs{(ir + 1, l) : l ≥ ir + 2}, theng
(1)
(p) can be reduced byg(1)

(1), which contradicts that

g
(1)
(p) is an element of reduced Gr¨obner basisG. Thus, the second statement follows.�

If xT 1 ∈ in
��
(I(I −MT)), thenxT 2 cannot be reduced by any binomial inG. If xT 2 can

be reduced by someg ∈ G, theng is of the following form.

(i) the binomialg(1)
(ir), and its initial term isxir ,ir+1,

(ii) any binomial that corresponds to the cutset for(V +, V −) such thatir + 1 ∈ V + and

1, 2, . . . , ir, ir+2 ∈ V −, and its initial term is a product of variables corresponding

to arcs fromV + to V −, or

(iii) (The case ofr > 1) g
(2)
(ir ,t), and its initial term is a product of variables correspond-

ing to arcs fromV + to V −.

(ii)(i) (iii)

:
:

:
:

:
:

d
:
:

d

:
:

:
:

:
:

:
:

−
V

+
V

−
V+

V
−

V
+

V

1
2

1
2

q(1)

q(1)

q(2)

q(2)

q(t)

q(2)

q(1)

1

i  +2r

ri  +3

ri i  −1r

i  +1r

i  +1r ri
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ri  +2
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i     +2 

i  −1r
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i     +1

i     +1
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Figure 3.6: Cutsets corresponding to binomials (i), (ii) and (iii).

If case (i) occurs, the initial term ofg(1)
(ir) is xir ,ir+1, which contradictsir /∈ M(0). On

the other hand, a binomial of type (ii) can be reduced byg
(1)
(1) by the above lemma, and

cannot be contained inG.

Let us consider that case (iii) occurs. IfxT 2 can be reduced byg(2)
(ir ,t) with t = 1, then

the monomial to whichxT 2 is reduced byg(2)
(ir ,1) can be reduced by a binomialfD ∈

I(I −MT), for the cutsetD which corresponds to(V +
D , V −

D ) whereV +
D = {1, 2, . . . , ir −
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1, ir + 1} andV −
D = V \ V +

D , to some monomialm (the initial term offD is a product

of variables corresponding to arcs fromV +
D to V −

D sinceir /∈M(0)).

Table 3.5: Divided and multiplied variables while reducing byg
(2)
(ir ,1) andfD.

reduce byg(2)
(ir ,1) reduce byfD

divided variables multiplied variables divided variables
multiplied

variable

xir ,ir+1, xir ,iq(1)+1, {xk,ir : k ≤ ir − 1}, {xk,ir : k ≤ ir − 1}, xir ,ir+1

xir+2,iq(1)+1, {xk,l : k ≤ ir + 1, k �= ir, {xk,l : k ≤ ir + 1,

xir+3,iq(1)+1, l ≥ ir + 2, l �= iq(1) + 1}, k �= ir, l ≥ ir + 2}
. . . , xiq(1),iq(1)+1 {xiq(1)+1,l : l ≥ iq(1) + 2}

For a binomialfD′ ∈ I(I −MT), which corresponds to the cutsetD′ for (V +
D′, V

−
D′) such

thatV −
D′ = {iq(1) + 1} andV +

D′ = V \ V −
D′, in

��
(fD′) corresponds to arcs fromV −

D′ to

V +
D′ (otherwise,xTσ\{ir} can be reduced byfD′ , which contradicts the assumption of the

induction). Then,m can be reduced byfD′ , and the resulting monomial isxT 2 (see Table

4), which contradicts the definition of a term order byb̃.

Similarly, in the case in whichxT 2 can be reduced byg(2)
(ir ,t) for somet > 1, using the

samefD andfD′ ∈ I(I −MT), which corresponds to the cutsetD′ for (V +
D′, V

−
D′) such that

V −
D′ = {iq(1)+1, iq(2)+1, . . . , iq(t)+1}, andV +

D′ = V \V −
D′ , we can show a contradiction.

Therefore,xT 2
/∈ in

��
(I(I −MT)), andT 2 is the desired spanning treeTσ. �

3.6 Analyses of Transportation Problems

This section deals with the number of vertices for transportation polytopes of type

2× N and dual transportation polyhedra. The maximum number of vertices have been

reported for primal transportation polyhedron [48] and dual transportation polyhedra [5].

We give computational algebraic proof for their results using results in previous sections.
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3.6.1 Number of Vertices of Dual Transportation Polyhedra

Let A be the incidence matrix of the bipartite graphKm,n. Then IPA,�(b) is the

transportation problem onKm,n:

PA,�(b) := minimize {cTx | Ax = b, x ≥ 0}.

Our results in previous sections give another proof for the following result by Balinski

and Russakoff [5].

Theorem 3.40 ([5]) The maximum number of vertices for the dual polyhedron of the

transportation problem onKm,n is equal to
(

m+n−2
m−1

)
.

As column vectors ofA span an affine hyperplane, the normalized volume ofconv(A′)

is equal to that ofconv(A).

To show the theorem, we show a unimodular triangulation ofconv(A), i.e., a triangu-

lation such that the normalized volume of any facet is1.

Lemma 3.41 ([71]) Let� be the reverse lexicographic order induced from the variable

ordering

x1,1 ≺ x1,2 ≺ · · · ≺ x1,n ≺ x2,1 ≺ · · ·xm,n.

The the reduced Gröbner basis ofIA with respect to� equals

G� = {xi,lxj,k − xi,kxj,l | 1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n},

where underlined term is the initial term.

Corollary 3.42 ([71]) Letc ∈ R
mn be a cost vector that satisfies

ci,l + cj,k > ci,k + cj,l for any1 ≤ i < j ≤ m, 1 ≤ k < l ≤ n.

Thenσ ⊂ {(i, j) | 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n} is a facet of the regular triangulation∆� of

conv(A) if and only if, for any pair(p, q) and(r, s) in σ, p ≤ r andq ≤ s. Furthermore,

the normalized volume ofσ is 1.
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Let us consider the table of sizem× n as below.

(1, 1) (1, 2) · · · (1, n)

(2, 1) (2, 2) · · · (2, n)
...

...
. . .

...

(m, 1) (m, 2) · · · (m, n)

Then Corollary 3.42 implies that each path from(1, 1) to (m, n) of lengthm + n − 2

corresponds to a facet of∆�. Therefore, the normalized volume ofconv(A) is equal to

the total number of such paths, which is
(

m+n−2
m−1

)
.

3.6.2 Number of Vertices of Transportation Polytopes onK2,n

In this section, we consider the dual problem of the transportation problem onK2,n.

Our results in previous sections give another proof for the following result by Klee and

Witzgall [48].

Theorem 3.43 ([48]) The maximum number of vertices for the feasible region of the

transportation problem onK2,n is equal to(n− [n/2])
(

n
[n/2]

)
.

As one constraint of the transportation problemPA,�(b) onK2,n is redundant, we can

consider the problemPA,�(b), which is obtained fromPA,�(b) by deleting the second

constraint.

For the basisB := {(1, n), (2, 1), (2, 2), . . . , (2, n)}, the coefficient matrix of the

dictionary ofPA,�(b) is

1 1 · · · 1 1 0 0 · · · 0 0

1 0 · · · 0 0 1 0 · · · 0 0

0 1 · · · 0 0 0 1 · · · 0 0
...

...
. . .

...
...

...
...

. . .
...

...

0 0 · · · 1 0 0 0 · · · 1 0

−1 −1 · · · −1 0 0 0 · · · 0 1


,
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and the coefficient matrixD for its dual problem is

D :=


−1 −1 0 · · · 0 1 1 0 · · · 0

−1 0 −1 · · · 0 1 0 1 · · · 0
...

...
...

. . .
...

...
...

...
. . .

...

−1 0 0 · · · −1 1 0 0 · · · 1

 .

Therefore,conv(D′) is a linear transformation of the convex hull of{e1, . . . , en−1,

−e1, . . . ,−en−1, 1,−1, 0}, wheree1, . . . , en−1 are unit vectors ofRn−1, 1 ∈ R
n−1

is the vector all of whose elements are 1, and0 ∈ R
n−1 is the origin. LetPn denote the

convex hull of{e1, . . . , en−1,−e1, . . . ,−en−1, 1,−1, 0}.

−1

1

−1

1

Figure 3.7: PolytopeP3 andP4.

Discussion of the above theorem requires some background in polytope theory.

Definition 3.44 LetP ⊂ R
n be a polytope.

(i) A maximal face ofP is called afacetof P .

(ii) LetF be a facet ofP . Thesupporting hyperplaneof F is a hyperplanea1x1 + · · ·+
anxn = a0 such thatP is contained in the regiona1x1 + · · ·+ anxn < a0 andF

is on the hyperplanea1x1 + · · ·+ anxn = a0.

(iii) Let p = (p1, . . . , pn) ∈ R
n be a point outsideP , and F a facet ofP whose

supporting hyperplane isa1x1 + · · · + anxn = a0. ThenF is visible from p if

a1p1 + · · ·+ anpn > a0.
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supporting
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F

G

H

p

Figure 3.8: Supporting hyperplane and visible facets.

Proposition 3.45 ([10]) LetP ⊂ R
n be a polytope andp ∈ R

n a point outsideP . Then,

conv(P ∪ {p}) = P ∪ {conv(F ∪ {p}) | F is visible fromp} .

P
p

P
p

 
visible
facets from P

Figure 3.9:conv(P ∪ {p}) is equal to the union ofP and the set of simplicesconv(F ∪
{p}) thatF is visible fromp.

Proof of Theorem 3.43:We calculate the normalized volume ofPn. We decomposePn

to Vn := conv(e1, . . . , en−1,−e1, . . . ,−en−1) and its outside.

First, we show that the normalized volume ofVn is equal to2n−1 by induction for

n. Clearly, the normalized volume ofV2 is 2. As Vn is the convex hull ofVn−1, en−1

and−en−1, the normalized volume ofVn is twice that ofconv(Vn−1, en−1). By the

hypothesis of induction, the normalized volume ofconv(Vn−1, en−1) is 2n−2, and that of

Vn is shown to be2n−1.
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We next calculate the normalized volume of outside ofVn. As Vn is a (n − 1)-

dimensionalcrosspolytope, a hyperplanea1x1 + · · · + an−1xn−1 = a0 is a support-

ing hyperplane of some facet ofVn if and only if a0 = 1 and |ai| = 1 for any i =

1, . . . , n − 1 [85]. Let F (a1, . . . , an−1) be a facet ofVn whose supporting hyper-

plane isa1x1 + · · · + an−1xn−1 = 1. Then, if F (a1, . . . , an−1) is visible from 1,

F (−a1, . . . ,−an−1) is visible from−1, and the sets of facets ofVn that are visible

from 1 and that are visible from−1 are disjoint. Therefore, by Proposition 3.45, we

need consider only the facets that are visible from1.

F (a1, . . . , an−1) is visible from1 if and only if a1 + · · · + an−1 > 1. We compute

the normalized volume ofconv(F ∪ {1}) for a facetF of P that is visible from1. As

vertices ofPn lie on the lattice generated bye1, . . . , en−1, the normalized volume of

conv(F ∪ {1}) is k if the Euclidean distance between1 and the hyperplane ofF is

k/
√

n− 1. Thus, for a facetF (a1, . . . , an−1) of Vn visible from1,

the normalized volume of

conv(F (a1, . . . , an−1) ∪ {1}) = p− 1
⇐⇒ |{i | ai = 1}| − |{i | ai = −1}| = p.

Therefore, fork = 0, . . . , �n−2
2
�, the number of facetsF (a1, . . . , an−1) such that the

normalized volume ofconv(F (a1, . . . , an−1) ∪ {1}) = n − 2k − 2 is equal to
(

n−1
k

)
,

and the normalized volume ofPn is equal to2n−1 + 2
∑�(n−2)/2�

k=0

(
n−1

k

)
(n − 2k − 2) =

(n− [n/2])
(

n
[n/2]

)
. �

3.7 Summary

In this section, we characterized standard pairs of unimodular integer programs, which

are the most fundamental subclass of integer programs.

We presented an interpretation of the Hoc¸ten-Thomas algorithm for unimodular inte-

ger programs in terms of the reduced cost of linear programs. In this case, the maximum

arithmetic degree, which indicates the complexity of the Hoc¸ten-Thomas algorithm, was

given by the normalized volume of polytopes. This result gives a framework for com-

puting the number of feasible bases via Gr¨obner bases and volume computations.
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Next, by applying this algorithm to primal and dual minimum cost flow problems,

we described the algebraic differences in complexity (i.e., arithmetic degrees) between

primal and dual problems by giving the number of primal and dual feasible bases: for

the number of dual feasible bases, arithmetic degrees range between 1 and the Catalan

number, and for the number of primal feasible bases even the lower bound is of expo-

nential order. We also gave computational algebraic proof for existing results on the

numbers of primal [48] and dual [5] feasible bases of the transportation problem.The

results presented in this section also indicated computational algebraic duality between

Gröbner bases and standard pair decompositions. For network optimization problems,

this duality corresponds to the relation between circuits and dual feasible co-trees, du-

ally, cutsets and primal feasible trees. As this relation has not been clarified previously,

the computational algebraic duality is of interest for the development of novel methods

of analysis for network problems.

Several interesting open problems remain:

• Are the cardinalities of reduced Gr¨obner bases for primal and dual minimum cost

flow problems of polynomial order with respect to the number of vertices?

• Is there any relation with arithmetic degree for a pair of primal and dual problems

for fixedb andc?
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Chapter 4

Standard Pair Decompositions of

Lawrence-Type Integer Programming

Problems

4.1 Introduction

Lawrence-type integer programs, i.e., integer programs whose coefficient matrices are

of the Lawrence type, arise in many types of combinatorial optimization problems. For

example, the capacitated integer program

minimize {c · x | Ax = b, 0 ≤ x ≤ u}

is equivalent to the following program

minimize

{
c · x

∣∣∣∣ Λ(A)

(
x

s

)
=

(
b

u

)
, x, s ≥ 0

}
with the introduction of slack variabless. In multidimensional transportation prob-

lems [84], the coefficient matrices of certain types of problem can be replaced by

Lawrence-type matrices. As mentioned in Section 3.1, for general transportation prob-

lems on bipartite graphs, the structures of feasible polyhedra, especially the number of

vertices, have been studied for both primal [1, 11, 48, 58] and dual [4, 5] problems. On

the other hand, there have been few studies concerning the structures of feasible polyhe-

dra for multidimensional transportation problems [59, 84].
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As the toric idealIA of a matrixA is defined via linear dependencies of column vectors

of A, IA (or IΛ(A)) is related to the vector matroidM [A] of A, or the oriented matroid

defined byA. The Graver basisGrA of A contains the set of circuitsCA, which corre-

sponds to the set of circuits ofM [A], and, for any term order, there exists a bijection

betweenGrA and the set of elements in the reduced Gr¨obner basis forIΛ(A) [71]. In par-

ticular, whenA is unimodular, asGrA = CA, circuits ofM [A] and the reduced Gr¨obner

basis forIΛ(A) are related bijectively. On the other hand, the relation between standard

pairs andM [A] has not been characterized in detail.

Lawrence-type integer programs also have interesting properties with regard to dual

problems. The convex hull of column vectors ofΛ(A) is called aLawrence polytope,

which has been studied in detail in the oriented matroid theory [6, 7, 8, 61]. Lawrence

polytopes have good properties in that theirGale diagram, another type of polytope

that gives an oriented matroid duality for a polytope, is centrally symmetric. In terms

of integer programs, this duality implies that coefficient matrices of dual problems of

Lawrence-type integer programs are(D,−D), which correspond to integer programs

without non-negative constraints.

In this section, we describe the relation between standard pairs for toric ideals for

Lawrence-type integer programs and vector matroidsM [A]. We focus on standard pairs

of type (1, σ), which correspond to dual feasible bases. As an initial ideal ofIΛ(A) has

information about the set of circuits ofM [A], a set of standard pairs may be related

to bases ofM [A]. We show the bijection between the set of bases ofM [A] and the

set of standard pairs of type(1, σ) (Theorem 4.4). In addition, we show the matroidal

structure of such standard pairs in the sense that an adjacency relation of standard pairs

as facets in a regular triangulation corresponds to the adjacency of vertices in a base

polyhedron [24] ofM [A], and each adjacency of vertices in the base polyhedron appears

as adjacent facets forsomeregular triangulation (Proposition 4.6).

As a corollary of our results, the number of dual feasible bases for the capacitated

minimum cost flow problem on acyclic tournament graphs withd vertices is shown to

bedd−2 (Proposition 4.8), where for the uncapacitated minimum cost flow problem on

the same graph the number is equal to or less than the Catalan number1
d

(
2(d−1)

d−1

)
, as
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mentioned in Section 3.4.2. In addition, we analyze the number of dual feasible bases

for the multidimensional transportation problem of type2×· · ·×2×M×N . This number

also gives the number of vertices of the feasible polyhedron for the dual problem of the

multidimensional transportation problem. We show that the number of dual feasible

bases fors-dimensional transportation problems of type2× · · · × 2×M ×N becomes

MN−1NM−1
(
2(M−1)(N−1)

)s−3
(Theorem 4.14), using the relation between bases for a

matrix and those for its Lawrence lifting.

We also study standard pairs for dual Lawrence-type integer programs. As mentioned

above, column vectors of the coefficient matrix of a dual Lawrence-type integer program

are centrally symmetrical. Based on these results and those of several previous reports in

oriented matroid theory [6, 8, 61], we show that the maximum number of primal feasible

bases for the multidimensional transportation problem of type2 × · · · × 2 × 2 × N

becomes(N − [N/2])
(

N
[N/2]

)
(Theorem 4.18), which is same as general transportation

problem onK2,N .

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 presents a brief re-

view of some definitions and related studies concerning Lawrence-type matrices. In Sec-

tion 4.3.1, we give the relation between standard pairs for primal Lawrence-type integer

programs and vector matroidsM [A]. Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 discuss their applications

to minimum cost flow problems with upper bound constraints and to multidimensional

transportation problems of type2 × · · · × 2 × M × N , respectively, and the number

of their dual feasible bases are discussed. In Section 4.4.1, we describe the relation

between standard pairs for dual Lawrence-type integer programs and vector matroids

M [A]. Then, we present the maximum number of primal feasible bases for multidimen-

sional transportation problems of type2×· · ·× 2× 2×N in Section 4.4.2. Finally, this

chapter is summarized in Section 4.5.

Lawrence-type matrices, orr-th Lawrence lifting[62] is also used in statistical analy-

ses as a multi-way contingency table [3, 20, 62]. The problem of counting the number

of contingency tables for fixed marginal sums was shown to be #P-complete for two-

dimensional [22] and three-dimensional [18] tables. On the other hand, polynomial-time

Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods for sampling tables of type2 × N [21] and type
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2 × · · · × 2 × N [51] have also been studied. Section 4.3.3 describes analysis of both

cases of type2 × · · · × 2 × 2 × N and2 × · · · × 2 ×M × N (M ≥ 3). In Section

4.4.2 we describe analysis of cases of type2× · · · × 2× 2×N . Therefore, this section

describes the difficulties in analyzing statistical and combinatorial problems concerning

multi-way contingency tables from the viewpoint of dualistic computational algebraic

methods.

This section describes work performed jointly with Hiroshi Imai [42, 43].

Table 4.1: Dual algebraic approaches for primal and dual multidimensional transporta-

tion problems of several types.

2× · · · × 2× 2×N 2× · · · × 2×M ×N

Primal N · 2(N−1)(s−2) MN−1NM−12(s−3)(M−1)(N−1)

Dual
max :

?
(N − [N/2])

(
N

[N/2]

)

Table 4.2: Vector matroidsM [A] of A and computational algebraic methods forIΛ(A).

Each inclusion in the second column becomes equal ifA is unimodular.

Gröbner basisG
⊇ subset ofG ←→

set of circuits

for IΛ(A) of M [A]

� �
standard pairs

⊇
standard pairs corresponding

←→
set of bases

for IΛ(A) to dual feasible bases ofM [A]

4.2 Lawrence-type Integer Programs: Definitions and Properties

In this section, we briefly review some basic definitions and related work concerning

Lawrence-type integer programs. We refer to [71] for further details about Lawrence-
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type integer programs and their computational algebraic properties, and [6, 8, 61, 68, 85]

for details of their relations to the theory of convex polytopes and oriented matroids.

Definition 4.1 A matrix of the formΛ(A) :=

 A O

I I

 ∈ Z
(d+n)×2n, whereA ∈

Z
d×n, I is then × n identity matrix andO is thed × n zero matrix is said to be of

Lawrence-type, or to be theLawrence liftingof A.

As mentioned in Section 1.3, Lawrence-type matrices were originally proposed by

Lawrence in 1980 from the viewpoint of oriented matroid theory.

The matrices ofA andΛ(A) have isomorphic kernels:ker(Λ(A)) = {(u,−u) | u ∈
ker(A)}. Therefore the toric ideal ofΛ(A) is IΛ(A) = 〈x�+

y�− − x�−
y�+ | u ∈

ker(A)〉 in the polynomial ringk[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn] [71]. For a binomialf =

x
y� − x�y� ∈ IΛ(A), we can rewritef to f = x�y�(x�+
y�− − x�−

y�+
), where

vi = min(pi, ri), wi = min(qi, si) andu = p− r.

Lemma 4.2 ([71]) For a Lawrence-type matrixΛ(A), its Graver basis isGrΛ(A) =

{x�+
y�− − x�−

y�+ | x�+ − x�− ∈ GrA}. Moreover, the following sets of binomi-

als coincide:

(i) the Graver basis ofΛ(A),

(ii) the universal Gr̈obner basis ofΛ(A),

(iii) any reduced Gr̈obner basis ofIΛ(A),

(iv) any minimal generating set ofIΛ(A) ( up to scalar multiples).

Lawrence-type integer programs arise in many situations in combinatorial optimiza-

tion. For example, the capacitated integer program

minimize {c · x | Ax = b, 0 ≤ x ≤ u}

is equivalent to the problem

minimize

{
c · x

∣∣∣∣ Λ(A)

(
x

s

)
=

(
b

u

)
,

(
x

s

)
≥ 0

}
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with introduction of slack variables,s, to transform all capacity constraints to equality

constraints.

4.3 Characterizations of Standard Pair Decompositions

of Lawrence-Type Matrices

This section describes the relation between standard pairs for primal Lawrence-type

integer programs and vector matroids. Their application to several Lawrence-type inte-

ger programs — capacitated minimum cost flow problems and certain multidimensional

transportation problems — is also discussed.

4.3.1 Vector Matroids and Standard Pair Decompositions of Lawrence-Type Ma-

trices

In the rest of this chapter, a matrixA is row-full rank, and vector matroids are con-

sidered over the fieldR of real numbers. For fundamental definitions of matroids, see

Appendix A.

Let M [A] be the vector matroid ofA, andB(M [A]) (resp.C(M [A])) the set of bases

(resp. circuits) ofM [A], i.e.,B(M [A]) is the family of a set of indices corresponding to

maximal independent column vectors, andC(M [A]) is the family of a set of indices cor-

responding to minimal dependent column vectors. We assume thatM [A] does not have a

loop (i.e.,A does not have a column zero vector). Any circuitC ∈ C(M [A]) corresponds

to a binomialx�+ − x�− ∈ CA via the minimal linear dependence
∑

i∈C uiai = 0, and

we definefC := x�+
y�− − x�−

y�+ ∈ IΛ(A). For anyB ∈ B(M [A]) and i /∈ B,

B ∪ {i} contains a unique circuitCi ∈ C(M [A]), which is the fundamental circuit ofi

with respect toB, andfCi
is denoted byfB

i .

Let [n, n] := {1, . . . , n, 1, . . . , n} be the index set ofk[x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , yn], where

i is the index ofxi andi is the index ofyi, and fix a generic cost vectorc = (c1, . . . , cn,

c1, . . . , cn). For each basisB ∈ B(M [A]), we defineσB ⊂ [n, n] as follows:

1. If i ∈ B, theni, i ∈ σB, and
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2. if j /∈ B, we set the minimal linear dependence onCj as
∑

i∈Cj
uiai = 0 with

uj ≥ 0, and  j ∈ σB, j /∈ σB (if in�(f
B
j ) containsxj)

j ∈ σB, j /∈ σB (if in�(f
B
j ) containsyj).

Example 4.3 Let A = (1 2 4). Then,CA = {x2
1 − x2, x4

1 − x3, x2
2 − x3}, GrA =

CA ∪ {x3 − x2
1x2} andB(M [A]) = {{1}, {2}, {3}}. For c = (2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1) and

B := B2 = {2}, in�(fB
1 ) = x2

1y2 andin�(f
B
3 ) = x2

2y3, and therefore,σB2 = {2, 3, 1, 2}.
Similarly, forB1 = {1} andB3 = {3}, σB1 = {1, 2, 3, 1} andσB3 = {3, 1, 2, 3}. �

Theorem 4.4 (1, σ) is a standard pair ofin�(IΛ(A)) if and only if there exists a basis

B ∈ B(M [A]) such thatσ = σB.

Proof:

(if part) Suppose thatin�(f) = x�+
y�− ∈ (1, σB) for somef = x�+

y�−−x�−
y�+ ∈

IΛ(A). Then, there exist some variables inx�−
y�+

that are not inσB. Let xi be

such variable (the case in which such a variable isyj is analogous).f ∈ IΛ(A)

implies thatxku+
yku− − xku−

yku+ ∈ IΛ(A) for anyk ∈ N \ {0} and its initial

term isxku+
yku−

. We takemi ∈ (1, σB) andk ∈ N \ {0} such that the ex-

ponent ofxi in fB
i equals−kui(> 0) andin�(f

B
i ) dividesmix

ku−
yku+

. Then,

by reducingmi(x
ku+

yku− − xku−
yku+

) by fB
i , we obtain the binomial of the

form m(x�+
y�− − x�−

y�+
) for some monomialm ∈ (1, σB) andv ∈ Z

n. Let

b1 := x�+
y�− − x�−

y�+
. Then,in�(b1) = x�+

y�− ∈ (1, σB), and the number of

variables inb1 that are not inσB is one less than that inf .

Repeating the above procedure as long as possible yields a sequence of binomials,

f → b1 → b2 → · · · → bs−1 → bs. Then, bs = 0 (otherwisebs ∈ IΛ(A)

only contains the variables inB, which contradictsB ∈ B(M [A])). Let bs−1 =

x�+
y�− − x�−

y�+
with in�(bs−1) = x�+

y�−
. If the last reduction is done by

fB
j , thenxkw+

ykw− − xkw−
ykw+

= −fB
j for somek ∈ N \ {0} and its initial

term isxkw+
ykw−

. However, asin�(fB
j ) = xkw−

ykw+
, this is a contradiction.
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(only if part) Let (1, σ) be a standard pair ofin�(IΛ(A)) andB ⊆ {1, . . . , n} be the

set of indices such thati, i ∈ σ. Then, |B| ≥ r (r is the rank ofM [A]) as

|σ| = n + r. By Lemma 2.23 (ii),(1, σ) is a standard pair ofin�(IΛ(A)) only if

there is nof ∈ IΛ(A) such thatσ = supp(in�(f)) [71]. Therefore, any monomial

in (1, σ) is not divisible byin�(fC) for anyC ∈ C(M [A]), which implies thatB

does not contain any circuit ofM [A]. Hence,B ∈ B(M [A]). In addition, for any

j /∈ B, j /∈ σ andj ∈ σ if in�(f
B
j ) containsxj , andj ∈ σ andj /∈ σ otherwise.

Therefore,σ = σB.

�

Example 4.3 (continued.)The set of standard pairs forin�(IΛ(A)) consists of(1, σB1),

(1, σB2), (1, σB3) and six other pairs(x1, σB2), (x1, σB3), (x1x2, σB3), (x2, σB3),

(x2
1, {3, 1, 3}), (x3

1, {3, 1, 3}). �

Corollary 4.5 If A is unimodular, for any cost vectorc the arithmetic degree ofin�(IΛ(A))

equals the cardinality ofB(M [A]).

Proof: If A is unimodular, thenΛ(A) is also unimodular. Then, for any term orderc

all standard pairs ofin�(IΛ(A)) are of type(1, σ), and the above theorem shows there is

a one-to-one correspondence betweenB(M [A]) and the standard pairs of type(1, σ) of

in�(IΛ(A)). �

Let M = (E, ρ) be a matroid onE with a rank functionρ. Thematroid polyhedron

R(ρ) and thebase polyhedronB(ρ) of M are determined by

R(ρ) :=
{
x ∈ R

E |
∑

i∈X xi ≤ ρ(X) (∀X ⊆ 2E)
}

B(ρ) :=
{
x ∈ R(ρ) |

∑
i∈E xi = ρ(E)

}
.

Then, each vertex ofB(ρ) corresponds to a basis ofM , and two vertices corresponding

to basesB1 andB2 are adjacent if and only if there existe1 ∈ B1 \B2 ande2 ∈ B2 \B1

such thatB2 = (B1 \ {e1}) ∪ {e2} [24].
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Figure 4.1: Matroid polyhedron (left) and Base polyhedron (right) for Example 4.3.

Example 4.3 (continued.)For the matroidM [A], R(ρ) andB(ρ) are as drawn in Fig-

ure 4.1. Each vertexei corresponds to a basis{i} of M [A]. �

Let ∆� be the regular triangulation ofcone(Λ(A)) with respect to a cost vectorc. The

set of standard pairs ofin�(IΛ(A)) of type (1, σ) has a matroidal structure in the sense

that the adjacency of facets in∆� corresponds to that of vertices ofB(ρ), and conversely

any adjacency of vertices ofB(ρ) appears as that of facets in∆� for somec.

Proposition 4.6

(i) Suppose that(1, σB1) and (1, σB2) are standard pairs ofin�(IΛ(A)). If σB1 andσB2

share a facet in∆�, then vertices of the base polyhedronB(ρ) that correspond to

B1 andB2 are adjacent.

(ii) For any two basesB1 andB2 such that corresponding vertices are adjacent inB(ρ),

there exists a cost vectorc such thatσB1 andσB2 share a facet in∆�.

Proof: (i): σB1 andσB2 share a facet in∆� if and only if there existi ∈ σB1 \ σB2 and

j ∈ σB2 \ σB1 such thatσB2 = σB1 \ {k} ∪ {l} (k = i or i, l = j or j). As for the

definition ofσB, i �= j, andB2 = B1 \ {i}∪ {j}. Therefore, two vertices corresponding

to B1 andB2 are adjacent inB(ρ).
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(ii): Suppose thatB2 = B1 \ {i} ∪ {j} wherei ∈ B1 \ B2 andj ∈ B2 \ B1. Let c be a

generic cost vector obtained by perturbingc′, such as

c′k =

 1 if k = i, j, or k /∈ B1 ∪B2

0 otherwise
c′
k

=

 1 if k = i, j

0 otherwise
(1 ≤ k ≤ n).

Then,e ∈ σB1 ∩ σB2 ande /∈ σB1 ∪ σB2 for anye /∈ B1 ∪ B2. Furthermore, eitherj or

j is an element ofσB1 andi, i ∈ σB1 , and similarly eitheri or i is an element ofσB2 and

j, j ∈ σB2 . Therefore,|σB1 \ σB2 | = |σB2 \ σB1 | = 1, which implies thatσB1 andσB2

share a facet in∆�. �

4.3.2 Application to Minimum Cost Flow Problems with Upper Bound Constraints

WhenA is the incidence matrix of a directed graphG, M [A] is a graphic matroid,

andB(M [A]) is the set of spanning trees ofG. In this case,IPΛ(A),(c,0,... ,0)(b) (in this

subsection, we assume thatc ∈ R
n) is equivalent to a capacitated minimum cost flow

problem onG:

minimize {c · x | Ax = b, 0≤ x ≤ u}.

As A is unimodular,Λ(A) is also unimodular and all standard pairs ofin�(IΛ(A)) are

of type(1, σ). There are several algorithms to calculate the number of all spanning trees

of undirected graphs in polynomial time (e.g., see [82]). Thus the arithmetic degree of

in�(IΛ(A)) can be calculated in polynomial time.

Proposition 4.7 Letc be a cost vector. IfA is the incidence matrix of a directed graph,

then the arithmetic degree ofin�(IΛ(A)) can be calculated in polynomial time.

If G is a tournament graph withd vertices, the number of spanning trees is equal to

dd−2, which implies the following proposition.

Proposition 4.8 If A is the incidence matrix of a tournament graph withd vertices, then

the arithmetic degree ofin�(IΛ(A)) is dd−2 for any generic cost vectorc.
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If G is the acyclic tournament graph withd vertices, the arithmetic degree ofin�(IA)

is less than the (d − 1)-th Catalan number1
d

(
2(d−1)

d−1

)
= O(4d) (Theorem 3.30). There-

fore, for the minimum cost flow problem onG, the number of dual feasible bases for a

capacitated problem is much larger than that for an uncapacitated problem.

4.3.3 Application to Multidimensional Transportation Problems of Type2×· · ·×
2×M ×N

Let M1, M2, . . . , Ms ∈ N. A multidimensional transportation problem(MTP) [84,

59] of typeM1 ×M2 × · · · ×Ms is the following problem:

min

M1∑
i1=1

M2∑
i2=1

· · ·
Ms∑

is=1

ci1i2···isxi1i2···is

s.t.
M1∑

i1=1

xi1i2···is = p1(i2, i3, · · · , is) (∀i2, i3, . . . , is)

M2∑
i2=1

xi1i2···is = p2(i1, i3, · · · , is) (∀i1, i3, . . . , is)

...
Ms∑

is=1

xi1i2···is = ps(i1, i2, · · · , is−1) (∀i1, i2, . . . , is−1)

xi1i2...is ≥ 0,

(4.1)

wherepj(i1 . . . , ij−1, ij+1, . . . , is)’s are non-negative and satisfy∑Mj

ij=1 pk(i1, i2, · · · , ik−1, ik+1, · · · , is) =
∑Mk

ik=1 pj(i1, i2, · · · , ij−1, ij+1, · · · , is)
for any1 ≤ j < k ≤ s.

Example 4.9 Consider the MTP of type2 × 2 × 3 for transportation of goods for two

days between two factories and three shops. Letxi1i2i3 (i1, i2 ∈ {1, 2}, i3 ∈ {1, 2, 3}) be

the flow of an edge(i2, i3) on thei1-th day, andci1i2i3 its cost. Supply, demand, and cost

values vary for the first and second days. For each edge, the total amount of goods that

pass the edge in two days is also given by(asp1(i2, i3) for an edge(i2, i3)). Then, the
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Figure 4.2: Multidimensional transportation problem of the type2× 2× 3.

MTP is to find the flowx = (xi1i2i3) of goods that minimizes the total cost:

min

2∑
i1=1

2∑
i2=1

3∑
is=1

ci1i2i3xi1i2i3

s.t.
2∑

i1=1

xi1i2i3 = p1(i2, i3) (∀i2, i3)

2∑
i2=1

xi1i2i3 = p2(i1, i3) (∀i1, i3)

3∑
i3=1

xi1i2i3 = p3(i1, i2) (∀i1, i2)

xi1i2i3 ≥ 0.

�

The coefficient matrix of the MTP of typeM1 × M2 × · · · × Ms is also used in

statistics for sampling or counting the multi-way contingency table of the same size for

fixed marginal sums [3, 19, 20, 62]. The problem of counting the number of contingency

tables for fixed marginal sums was shown to be #P-complete for two-dimensional [22]

and three-dimensional [18] tables. On the other hand, for tables of types2×N [21] and

2× · · · × 2×N [51], polynomial-time Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods have been

studied. Therefore, matrices for MTPs of type2 × · · · × 2 × N may have some good
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properties.

Sturmfels [71] showed that the MTP of type2×M2 ×M3 can be reformulated using

the Lawrence lifting of the incidence matrix of the bipartite graphKM2,M3. We can

naturally extend this reformulation for the MTP of type2×M2 × · · · ×Ms.

Proposition 4.10 The MTP(4.1)with M1 = 2 is equivalent to the following problem:

min
2∑

i1=1

M2∑
i2=1

· · ·
Ms∑

is=1

ci1i2···isxi1i2···is

s.t.
2∑

i1=1

xi1i2···is = p1(i2, i3, · · · , is) (∀i2, i3, . . . , is)

M2∑
i2=1

x1i2···is = p2(1, i3, · · · , is) (∀i3, . . . , is)

...
Ms∑

is=1

x1i2···is = ps(1, i2, · · · , is−1) (∀i2, . . . , is−1)

xi1i2...is ≥ 0.

(4.2)

We remark that the coefficient matrix of (4.2) is the Lawrence lifting of that for the

MTP of the typeM2 × · · · ×Ms.

Proof: As any feasible solution of (4.1) clearly satisfies (4.2), we only need to show that

any feasible solution of (4.2) satisfies (4.1).

Let u = (ui1i2...is) be a feasible solution of (4.2). Then,u2i2···is = p1(i2, i3, · · · , is)−
u1i2···is (∀i2, . . . , is), and therefore, for anyj ≥ 2,

Mj∑
ij=1

u2i2···is =

Mj∑
ij=1

(p1(i2, i3, · · · , is)− u1i2···is)

=
2∑

i1=1

pj(i1, i2, · · · , ij−1, ij+1, · · · , is)− pj(1, i2, · · · , ij−1, ij+1, · · · , is)

= pj(2, i2, · · · , ij−1, ij+1, · · · , is),

which implies thatu is feasible for (4.1). �
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Sturmfels [71] showed that the coefficient matrix of the three-dimensional MTP of

typeK ×M × N is unimodular if and only ifK = 2. Actually, several computational

results [9, 71] have shown that a certain reduced Gr¨obner basis is not square-free, and this

induces non-unimodularity. As Lawrence lifting preserves unimodularity, this implies

that the coefficient matrix of the (more than three-dimensional) MTP is unimodular if

and only if it is of type2× 2× · · · × 2×M ×N .

We apply the results described in Section 4.3.1 to MTPs of type2×M2 × · · · ×Ms.

In particular, MTPs of the type2 × 2 × · · · × 2 ×Ms−1 ×Ms can be analyzed via the

incidence matrixAMs−1Ms of the bipartite graphKMs−1Ms by repeating Lawrence lifting

s− 2 times (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: The number of dual feasible bases of MTPs and that of bases of vector ma-

troids.AM,N is the incidence matrix of the bipartite graphKM,N . M := Ms−1, N := Ms

andΛk(A) := Λ(Λk−1(A)).

Matrix A
Number of dual feasible Number of bases

bases ofIPA,c(b) of M [A]

A0 := AM,N

(
M+N−2

M−1

)
[5] X1

Λ(A0) X1 X2

Λ2(A0) X2 X3

...
...

...

Λs−2(A0) Xs−2 Xs−1
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Example 4.8 (continued.)This MTP can be rewritten as

min
2∑

i1=1

2∑
i2=1

3∑
is=1

ci1i2i3xi1i2i3

s.t.
2∑

i1=1

xi1i2i3 = p1(i2, i3) (∀i2, i3)

2∑
i2=1

x1i2i3 = p2(1, i3) (∀i1, i3)

3∑
i3=1

x1i2i3 = p3(1, i2) (∀i1, i2)

xi1i2i3 ≥ 0.

We remark that the coefficient matrix is the Lawrence lifting of that for the general

transportation problem onK2,3. �

Next the relation betweenXk−1 andXk (k = 1, 2, . . . ) in Table 4.3 is shown.

Definition 4.11 LetB be a subset of[n], andF ⊆ B. We denote by

FB := (B \ F ) ∪ {i | i ∈ F} ⊆ [n, n],

and call thereorientationof B at F .

The next lemma due to Santos [61] characterizes the set of bases ofM [Λ(A)] by that

of M [A] using a reorientation. The proof is via the duality of oriented matroids. We also

presented another proof using only linear algebra [43].

Lemma 4.12 ([61]) Let M [A] be the vector matroid ofA andM [Λ(A)] that ofΛ(A).

Then,

B(M [Λ(A)]) =
{

F ([n] \B) ∪ {i, i | i ∈ B}
∣∣B ∈ B(M [A]), F ⊆ [n] \B

}
. (4.3)

Proof: Let A = {a1, . . . , an} andΛ(A) = {b1, . . . , bn, b1, . . . , bn}. For a basisB =

{i1, . . . , ir} ⊆ [n] of M [A], {i1, . . . , ir, 1, . . . , n} is a basis ofM [Λ(A)], which implies

that the rank ofΛ(A) is n + r.

FromB, we construct a subsetB′ ⊆ [n, n] as follows:
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• i, i ∈ B′ for anyi ∈ B, and

• just one ofj or j is in B′ for anyj /∈ B.

We show thatB′ is a basis ofM [Λ(A)]. Suppose that
∑

j∈B′ αjbj +
∑

j∈B′ αjbj = 0,

then
∑

j∈B αjaj = 0, αj + αj = 0 for j ∈ B and αj , αj = 0 for j /∈ B. The

independence ofB implies thatαj = αj = 0 for j ∈ B. Therefore,B′ ∈ B[M(Λ(A))].

Now letF := {j ∈ [n] | j /∈ B, j ∈ B′}, thenB′ = F ([n] \B) ∪ {i, i | i ∈ B}.
Conversely, we show that any basisB′ of M [Λ(A)] can be obtained by the above

procedure. We defineB ⊆ [n] such thatB := {i ∈ | i, i ∈ B′}, andF ⊆ [n] \ B as

F := {i ∈ [n] \ B | i ∈ B′}. Then,|B| ≥ r. Furthermore, the linear independence

of B′ implies thatB is also linearly independent. Therefore,B is a basis ofM [A], and

B′ = F ([n] \B) ∪ {i, i | i ∈ B}. �

As a corollary, the relation of the number of bases ofM [Λ(A)] and that ofM [A] is

induced.

Corollary 4.13 Let r be the rank ofA ∈ Z
d×n and α the number of bases ofM [A].

Then, the number of bases ofM [Λ(A)] is equal toα · 2n−r.

Proof: In (4.3), we can choose2n−r F ’s for a fixedB ∈ B(M [A]), which implies that

there are2n−r bases ofM [Λ(A)] per basis. In addition, for two basesB, B′ of M [A],

the set of bases ofM [Λ(A)] defined byB and that defined byB′ are disjoint. Therefore,

the number of bases ofM [Λ(A)] is equal toα · 2n−r.

�

Finally, we can analyze the number of dual feasible bases for MTPs of type2 × 2 ×
· · · × 2×Ms−1 ×Ms. Let M := Ms−1 andN := Ms.

Theorem 4.14 The number of dual feasible bases for thes-dimensional MTP of type

2× 2× · · · × 2×M ×N is equal toMN−1NM−12(s−3)(M−1)(N−1).

Proof: As the corank ofΛ(A) is equal to that ofA for any matrixA, the numbern − r

in Lemma 4.13 forA = Λk(AM,N ), which is the corank ofA, is the same for anyk ≥ 0.
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For k = 0 this number equals the number of edges inKM,N that are not edges of a

spanning tree, i.e.,(M − 1)(N − 1). The number of bases forAM,N is that of spanning

trees ofKM,N , which isMN−1NM−1. Therefore, the number of dual feasible bases for

the MTP of type2× 2× · · · × 2×M ×N is equal toMN−1NM−12(s−3)(M−1)(N−1). �

For MTPs of type2×2×· · ·×2×M ×N , numbers of dual feasible bases are shown

in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4: The number of dual feasible bases of MTPs and that of bases of vector ma-

troids.AM,N is the incidence matrix of the bipartite graphKM,N . M := Ms−1, N := Ms

andΛk(A) := Λ(Λk−1(A)).

Matrix A
Number of dual feasible Number of bases

bases ofIPA,c(b) of M [A]

A0 := AM,N

(
M+N−2

M−1

)
[5] MN−1NM−1

Λ(A0) MN−1NM−1 MN−1NM−1(2(M−1)(N−1))

Λ2(A0) MN−1NM−12(M−1)(N−1) MN−1NM−122(M−1)(N−1)

...
...

...

Λs−2(A0) MN−1NM−12(s−3)(M−1)(N−1) MN−1NM−12(s−2)(M−1)(N−1)

4.4 Standard Pair Decompositions of Dual Problems of Lawrence-

Type Integer Programs

In this section, we discuss the standard pairs for dual problems of Lawrence-type

integer programs.
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4.4.1 Vector Matroids and Dual Problems of Lawrence-Type Integer Programs

In this section, we discuss the standard pairs for dual problems of (a linear relaxation

of) Lawrence-type integer programs

IPΛ(A),�(b) := minimize {c · x | Λ(A)x = b, x ∈ Z
n}.

Let B ∈ B(M [A]). Then, the linear problem

minimize {c′ · x | Ax = b′, x ≥ 0}

is equivalent to the problem

maximize {(−c̃′
N)TxN |MxN + IdxB = b̃

′
B, xB, xN ≥ 0},

wherec̃′
N is the reduced cost forB.

For thisB, B′ := B ∪ {1, . . . , n} is a basis ofM [Λ(A)] (Lemma 4.12). We consider

the dictionary of the linear relaxation problem

LPΛ(A),�(b) := minimize {(c · x | Λ(A)x = b, x ≥ 0},

of IPΛ(A),�(b) for a basisB′. As LPΛ(A),�(b) is equivalent to the problem

minimize

c1 · x

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


M Id O O

In−d O In−d O

O Id O Id

x =

 b̃
′

b1


 (4.4)

for certainc1 andb1, the dictionary ofLPΛ(A),�(b) is

maximize

−c̃N · xN

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣


M Id O O

In−d O In−d O

−M O O Id


 xN

xB

 = b̃B

 .

Therefore, the dual problem ofLPΛ(A),c(b) is

D
B′,��(c̃) := minimize

b̃
T

ByB

∣∣∣∣∣∣ (In−d −MT − In−d MT
) yN

yB

 = c̃N , yB,yN ≥ 0

 .
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Example 4.3 (continued.)For thisA and a basis{1}, the coefficient matrix of the dual

problem ofLPΛ(A),�(b) is D =

 1 0 −2 −1 0 2

0 1 −4 0 −1 4

. �

Let D be the coefficient matrix ofDB′,��(c̃). D = (D0,−D0) whereD0 is the coef-

ficient matrix of (4.4). Thus, the set of column vectors ofD is centrally symmetrical,

which corresponds to the central symmetricity for theGale transform(e.g., see [85]) of

the Lawrence polytope, which is combinatorially equivalent to the convex hull ofΛ(A).

Now we consider standard pair decompositions forID.

Lemma 4.15 ([57]) M [D] is the dual matroid ofM [Λ(A)]. Especially,

(i) B ⊆ [n, n] ∈ B(M [D]) if and only if [n, n] \B ∈ B(M [Λ(A)]).

(ii) F ⊆ [n, n] is an independent set ofM [D] if and only if [n, n] \ B contains a basis

of M [Λ(A)].

Generally, if(x�, σ) is a standard pair for a toric idealIA for some matrixA, then

column vectors ofAσ, the submatrix ofA whose indices of column vectors areσ, is

independent. Thus the next corollary follows.

Corollary 4.16 If (x�y�, σ) (σ ⊆ [n, n]) is a standard pair ofID, [n, n] \ σ contains a

basis ofM [Λ(A)].

Example 4.3 (continued.)For thisD andb̃ = (1, 1, 3, 1, 3, 5), standard pairs forin
��
(ID)

are

(y2y3, {1}), (y2y3, {1}), (1, {2, 1}), (x3, {2, 1}), (x2
3, {2, 1}), (y3, {2, 1}),

(1, {1, 2}), (x3, {1, 2}), (x2
3, {1, 2}), (y3, {1, 2}), (1, {1, 2}), (x3, {1, 2}),

(x2
3, {1, 2}), (x3

3, {1, 2}), (1, {1, 2}), (x3, {1, 2}), (x2
3, {1, 2}), (x3

3, {1, 2}),

�
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4.4.2 Application to Dual Problems of Multidimensional Transportation Prob-

lems of Type2× · · · × 2× 2×N

In this section, we analyze the number of standard pairs for dual problems of MTPs

of type2× · · · × 2× 2×N .

Proposition 4.17 For the dual problem of thes-dimensional MTP of type2×· · ·×2×2×
N , the set of column vectors of the coefficient matrixDs(N) is {e1, . . . , eN−1,−e1, . . . ,

−eN−1, 1,−1}, wheree1, . . . , eN−1 are unit vectors ofRN−1 and 1 ∈ R
N−1 is the

vector all of whose elements are1. Especially, the set of column vectors does not depend

ons.

Proof: Let As(N) be the coefficient matrix for thes-dimensional MTP of type2 ×
· · · × 2 × 2 × N . Then,As(N) is the Lawrence lifting ofAs−1(N). Thus,Ds(N) =

(Ds−1(N)−Ds−1(N)). As we showed in Section 3.6.2,D2(N) = (IN−1, −1, −IN−1, 1).

Therefore, the set of column vectors ofDs(N) is{e1, . . . , eN−1,−e1, . . . ,−eN−1, 1,−1}.
�

Therefore, the maximum number of primal feasible bases for the MTP of type2×· · ·×
2×2×N is the normalized volume ofPN as in Section 3.6.2, which is(N−[N/2])

(
N

[N/2]

)
(see Theorem 3.43).

Theorem 4.18 The maximum number of primal feasible bases for the MTP of type2×
· · · × 2× 2×N is equal to

(N − [N/2])
(

N
[N/2]

)
.

4.5 Summary

In this section, we characterized the standard pairs of Lawrence-type integer programs,

which is a subclass often encountered in combinatorial optimization.
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For computational algebraic properties for toric ideals of Lawrence-type matrices,

only the relation between Gr¨obner bases and vector matroids has been characterized

in detail. We provided another relation between standard pairs corresponding to dual

feasible bases and the set of bases of vector matroids. Furthermore, we described the

matroidal structure of such standard pairs: characterization for adjacency of standard

pairs in regular triangulations and that of vertices of the base polyhedron.

We also studied the primal and dual multidimensional transportation problems of

certain types. Multidimensional transportation problems are related to enumeration

of multi-way contingency tables with fixed marginal sums, as each feasible solution

of a multidimensional transportation problem corresponds to one multi-way contin-

gency table of the same size. However, the problem of counting the number of two-

dimensional [22] and three-dimensional [18] contingency tables with fixed marginal

sums has been shown to be #P-complete [18]. For a sampling of tables, there exist

polynomial-time Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods for tables of type2×N [21] and

type2× · · ·× 2×N [51]. For multidimensional transportation problems, we calculated

the number of dual feasible bases for problems of type2 × · · · × 2 ×M × N , and the

maximum number of primal feasible bases, which gave the lower bounds for the number

of tables, for problems of type2× · · · × 2× 2×N . Therefore, the results presented in

this chapter indicated the difficulty of algebraic analysis of statistical or combinatorial

problems on multi-way contingency tables.

Several interesting problems remain:

• Is it possible to analyze arithmetic degrees for multidimensional transportation

problems of type2× · · · × 2×M ×N (M ≥ 3)?

• Can polynomial-time Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods [21, 51] be interpreted

in terms of computational algebraic methods?

• Is it possible to analyze arithmetic degrees for other types of multidimensional

transportation problems? Recently, Santos and Sturmfels [62] studied the size of

Markov bases (the set of moves of a Markov chain that connects the chain) and

Graver bases for generalthree-dimensional transportation problems.
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Chapter 5

Concluding Remarks

This dissertation focused on computational algebraic duality for several common sub-

classes of integer programs: unimodular integer programs and Lawrence-type integer

programs.

For unimodular integer programs, we gave an interpretation of the Hoc¸ten-Thomas

algorithm in terms of the reduced cost of linear programs, and calculated the maximum

arithmetic degree, which indicates the complexity of the Hoc¸ten-Thomas algorithm. Fur-

thermore, by applying this algorithm to primal and dual minimum cost flow problems,

we presented the algebraic difference of complexity between primal and dual problems

in terms of arithmetic degree. We also gave computational algebraic proof for existing

results on the numbers of primal and dual feasible bases of the transportation prob-

lem. These results were obtained using the computational algebraic duality of Gr¨obner

bases and standard pair decompositions, which is not a well-known relation in classical

network optimization. Therefore, these results are important, in that they suggest the

effectiveness of computational algebraic duality for analyzing integer programs.

For Lawrence-type integer programs, we gave a bijection between the set of standard

pairs corresponding to dual feasible bases and the set of bases of the vector matroid. This

bijection also indicated the matroidal structure of such standard pairs, in the sense that

an adjacency relation of standard pairs as facets in a regular triangulation corresponds to

an adjacency of vertices in a base polyhedron, and each adjacency of vertices in a base

polyhedron appears as adjacent facets for some regular triangulation. Furthermore, we
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studied primal and dual multidimensional transportation problems of certain types, for

which polynomial-time Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods for such types have already

been reported. For primal multidimensional transportation problems, we calculated the

number of dual feasible bases for problems of types2× · · · × 2×M ×N . On the other

hand, for dual multidimensional transportation problems, we can only analyze the case

2 × · · · × 2 × 2 × N . These results indicate the difficulty of analysis of statistical or

combinatorial problems on multi-way contingency tables from the viewpoint of dualistic

computational algebraic methods.

Several interesting problems remain regarding approaches of general integer programs

using computational algebraic methods:

• Does a standard pair for a toric ideal that is not of type(1, σ) provide some infor-

mation about an integer program?

• Under what conditions for a faceσ of a regular triangulation does(m, σ) become

a standard pair?

• Is it possible to characterize the upper or lower bounds of arithmetic degrees for

any toric ideal?
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Appendix A

Matroids and Oriented Matroids

Here we briefly review matroids and oriented matroids. For more details, we refer to

[57] about matorids and [8] about oriented matroids.

First, we define a matroid.

Definition A.1 A matroidis an ordered pairM = (E, I) of a finite setE and a collec-

tion I of subsets ofE satisfying the following three conditions:

(I1) ∅ ∈ I.

(I2) If I ∈ I andI ′ ⊆ I, thenI ′ ∈ I.

(I3) If I1, I2 ∈ I and |I1| < |I2|, then there is an elemente ∈ I2 \ I1 such that

I1 ∪ {e} ∈ I.

An element ofI is called anindependent setof M , andE is called theground setof M .

A subset ofE which is not inI is calleddependent.

There are several important objects which also define matroids, i.e. define independent

sets of matroids. We give some of such objects. For the way to construct independent

sets from each object, see [57].

Definition A.2 LetM be a matroid with a ground setE.
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Circuits A minimal dependent set ofM is called acircuit of M . The set of circuitsC of

M determines independent sets ofM .

BasesA maximal independent set ofM is called abasisof M . The set of basesB of M

determines independent sets ofM .

Rank The cardinality of a maximal independent set ofX ⊆ E is called therankof X

and denoted byρ(X). The rank functionρ : 2E → Z ofM determines independent

sets ofM .

Closure For X ⊆ E, theclosureof X is defined ascl(X) := {x ∈ E | ρ(X ∪ {x}) =

ρ(X)}. The closure operator ofM determines independent sets ofM .

A loopof a matroidM = (E, I) is an elemente ∈ E such that{e} is a dependent set

of M .

Proposition A.3 LetB be a basis of the matroidM = (E, I) andi /∈ B. ThenB ∪ {i}
contains a unique circuit, which is called thefundamental circuitof i with respect toB.

We give two famous examples of matroids: vector matroids and graphic matroids.

Proposition A.4 Fix a matrixA with n columns and a fieldk. LetE = {1, . . . , n} and

I be the set of subsetsX of E such that the set of column vectors ofA labeled byX is

linearly independent in the vector spacekd. ThenM [A] := (E, I) becomes a matroid,

which is called thevector matroidof A overk.

B ⊆ E is a basis ofM [A] if and only if |B| is equal to the rank ofA and column

vectors labeled byB form a basis for the linear space spanned by column vectors ofA.

Example A.5 LetA be the matrix 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 1


over the fieldR. ThenE = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and I = {∅, {1}, {2}, {4}, {5}, {1, 2},
{1, 5}, {2, 4}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}}, and the set of circuits isC = {{3}, {1, 4}, {1, 2, 5},
{2, 4, 5}}. �
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Proposition A.6 Fix an undirected graphG. LetE be the set of edges ofG andI the

family of sets of edges which does not contain a cycle ofG. ThenM(G) := (E, I)
becomes a matroid, which is called thegraphic matroidof G.

ThenB ⊆ E is a basis ofM(G) if and only if B forms a spanning tree ofG, and

C ⊆ E is a circuit ofM(G) if and only ifC forms a circuit ofG.

Example A.7 Let G be the graph as below. Then sinceI = {∅, {1}, {2}, {4}, {5},

e4
e1

e2

e5
e3

Figure A.1: The graphic matroid of this graph is same toM [A] in Example A.5.

{1, 2}, {1, 5}, {2, 4}, {2, 5}, {4, 5}}, M(G) is same asM [A] in Example A.5. �

Next we define an oriented matroid. Asigned vectoron a finite setE is a vector

in {−, 0, +}E. For a signed vectorX, we denoteXσ := {e ∈ E | Xe = σ} for

σ ∈ {−, 0, +}. Thesupportof a signed vectorX is the unionX := X+ ∪X−.

Definition A.8 Anoriented matroidis an ordered pairM = (E, C) of a finite setE and

a setC of signed vectors onE satisfying the following four conditions:

(1) ∅ /∈ C.

(2) If X ∈ C, then−X ∈ C.

(3) If X, Y ∈ C andX ⊆ Y , thenX = Y or X = −Y .

(4) For all X, Y ∈ C, X �= −Y ande ∈ X+ ∩ Y −, there existsZ ∈ C such that

Z+ ⊆ (X+ ∪ Y +) \ {e} andZ− ⊆ (X− ∪ Y −) \ {e}.

An element ofC is called acircuit ofM.
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We give two examples of oriented matroids.

Proposition A.9 Fix a matrix A with column vectorsa1, . . . , an and a fieldk. Let

E = {1, . . . , n}. For X ⊆ E such that
∑

i∈X ciai = 0 (0 �= ci ∈ k for i ∈ X) be

a minimal linear dependence, we consider the signed vectorX = (X+, X−) given by

X+ = {i | ci > 0} andX− = {i | ci < 0}. Then for the setC of such signed vectors for

all the minimal dependences,M[A] := (E, C) becomes an oriented matroid.

If A does not have a column zero-vector, then, for a circuitxc+ − xc− ∈ CA defined

in Section 2.1,c = c+ − c− corresponds to a circuit ofM[A].

Example A.10 LetA be the matrix 1 0 0 1 1

0 1 0 0 1


over the fieldR. ThenE = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and C = {±(0, 0, +, 0, 0),±(+, 0, 0,−, 0),

±(+, +, 0, 0,−),±(0, +, 0, +,−)}. �

Proposition A.11 Fix a directed graphG with an edge setE. For a circuit C of G,

together with an orientation of each cycle, we defineC+ to be the set of forward edges

andC− the set of backward edges. LetC be the set of such signed vectors for all the

circuits ofG. ThenM(G) becomes an oriented matroid.

Example A.12 Let G be the directed graph as below. ThenE = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} and

e1

e2
e4

e3
e5

e6

Figure A.2: An acyclic orientation ofK4.

C = {±(+,−, 0, +, 0, 0),±(+, 0,−, 0, +, 0),±(0, +,−, 0, 0, +),±(0, 0, 0, +,−, +),

±(+,−, 0, 0, +,−),±(+, 0,−, +, 0, +),±(0, +,−,−, +, 0)}. �
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